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About the
county Court

The County Court is Victoria’s principal trial court.
Each year it deals with 12,000 matters.
The Court’s purpose is to hear and determine matters in a fair, timely, efficient and accessible way.
It has original jurisdiction in all civil matters and it deals with the majority of indictable offences,
except treason and murder and related offences.
The County Court was established in 1852 in the County of Bourke, which takes in parts of present
day Melbourne. The Court’s main role at that time was to handle small civil claims, but this has
expanded over time to include civil and criminal jurisdictions.
In 1957 a single County Court was established for the entirety of Victoria. In 2002 the Court
moved to its current location, a purpose-built facility at 250 William Street, Melbourne.
Today, the County Court deals with matters through three divisions: Criminal, Common Law
and Commercial.
The Chief Judge is the head of the Court and is responsible for both its delivery of justice and
for its Administration.
The Chief Judge and the County Court’s 66 other judges are supported by approximately 240 staff.
The Court operates on circuit at twelve regional locations across Victoria and encompasses the
entirety of the Court’s jurisdiction. The County Koori Court operates in four locations across
Victoria and ensures greater participation of the Aboriginal community in the sentencing
processes.
The Court is supported in its delivery of justice by its Administration – a group of mostly corporate
functions – and its Registry, which is a public-facing part of the Court that deals with documents,
filing and fees.
County Court judges also sit in other jurisdictions including the Children’s Court, the Coroners
Court and the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal.
The County Court hears appeals from the criminal jurisdiction of the Magistrates’ Court and the
criminal and family divisions of the Children’s Court.

The County Court acknowledges Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people as the Traditional Custodians
of the land and acknowledges and pays respect to their Elders, past and present.
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Report of the
Chief JUDGE

For over 160 years the County Court has delivered
justice on behalf of Victorians. In dealing with more
than 12,000 matters annually, the impact of the Court’s
work has a direct and profound effect on thousands of
Victorians’ lives each year. While to many Victorians the
work of the Court is at the periphery of their day-to-day
lives, this does not diminish the obligation of this Court
to administer justice on behalf of all members of our
community, in accordance with the rule of law.

Chief Judge Peter Kidd
County Court of Victoria

Delivering justice on
behalf of Victorians is a
profound responsibility
and I am pleased to report
that the Court has exercised
this duty prudently and
with diligence.
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This past year across the Court’s broad jurisdiction
the volume of matters has continued to increase. As
has the complexity of the matters dealt with by our 66
judges, and the number of long trials which proceeded.
In coming to this Court almost three years ago, I knew
that engagement with Victorians was vital. That it was
necessary to inform and educate the community about
the work of the Court, which was undertaken on behalf
of them, and to do so directly and dynamically.
This past year the Court has actively prioritised
community engagement. We now have an even
stronger focus on education, in schools and online,
recognising the particular importance of informing
young people about the justice system. Openness and
transparency of the Court’s work is promoted through
our media portal, decision summaries and publication
of sentencing remarks. Public awareness is also
developed through events such as Courts Open Day
and by judicial participation in the public discourse
on the justice system.

It is integral that the community is properly informed
about the work of the Court. When this occurs I am
confident that the public will support the work of the
Court and have improved confidence in the justice system.
In applying modern technology, the Court has been able
to improve our services to the public and to reduce our
own running costs.
We have established electronic lodgement and
management for almost all active court documents.
We have also increased the use of automated and
digitally supported workflows and trialled the use of
several digital technologies, including electronic court
books and ‘evidence over IP’.
This past year we have also designed a new court usercentred website, which we will proudly launch later in
2018. In many ways, this new website is an embodiment
of many the Court’s key priorities: improvement of
user experience, evidence based reform, utilising new
technology and community engagement.
We have made significant progress towards our vision
for improvement outlined in our Court Directions 2017–22.
We have improved access for court users and have
supported those reforms by better utilising technology
and purposefully engaging with more and more Victorians.

Of course technology will always be necessary to support
the Court’s work, but it is judges and staff who do the
work, who remain the true value and worth of the Court.
A person’s wellbeing is integrally linked to their health,
productivity, and job satisfaction. With this in mind,
the wellbeing of judges and staff remains an important
priority.
The Court is a productive, caring and safe place
to work. We have done this through our Reflective
Practice Program, by setting clear expectations around
behaviour, and by making incremental changes to the
judicial work system.
The judges and staff of the Court make it both a
truly valuable asset to Victoria and a great place to
work. I would like to thank them for their hard work,
commitment, and for making the 2017–2018 reporting
period such a successful part of the Court’s history.
Delivering justice on behalf of Victorians is a profound
responsibility and I am pleased to report that the Court
has exercised this duty prudently and with diligence.
Chief Judge Peter Kidd
County Court of Victoria
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Report of the
Chief Executive Officer

The County Court has achieved a great deal this past
year. The Court acquitted both an excellent standard
of justice and itself as a high-performing modern court.
We achieved this amidst increasing demand for the
delivery of justice, increasing complexity within the
matters that are heard and determined by judges,
and in an era of heightened public expectations and
scrutiny. And we achieved this as the busiest trial court
in Victoria. All of this is reflected throughout this report.
As CEO I know the Court’s successes and its robust
performance are foremost down to its people.
Fiona Chamberlain
CEO, County Court of Victoria

‘…the work of the Court
starts and ends with its
people…’

I believe the work of the Court starts and ends with
people: beginning with the Victorians who look to us for
independent and impartial justice of the highest quality;
to the court users who seek fair, efficient and accessible
determinations; and to the people of the Court – judges
and the staff who support court operations – who each
dedicate themselves to the delivery of justice and so
make Victoria a safer and more prosperous place.
This year was my fourth as CEO of the Court and I continue
to have deep admiration for the professionalism,
dedication and resilience of its now 66 judges.
The steady, strong performance of the judiciary continued
this past year in the face of heavier caseloads and the
increasingly complex matters our rapidly changing
world brings to the Court and contemporary judicial
practice carries. The Court has experienced this across
its three divisions.
In the Commercial and Common Law divisions: where
the number of self-represented litigants has tripled
since 2013, a phenomenon creating considerable
additional work and challenges for judges.
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And in the Criminal Division: where there’s been 21 per
cent increase in the initiations of pleas and trials since
the 2014–15 period together with the rise of the ‘long,
long trial’, whereby the Court has had an unprecedented
number of matters scheduled for 25 days or more.
This rising complexity within rising demand is of course
a significant pressure on the Court and its judges.
In 2017 the Court announced Court Directions 2017–22
as a roadmap for its next five years. The document
points to a desired vision of the future in terms of the
broad outcomes, achievements and processes the
Court privileges over a five-year period of improvement.
The Court’s achievements against Court Directions
this past year are about making the high ideal of court
excellence a reality for Victorians.
Improvements in performance – in process efficiency
and service quality and with productivity overall – have
been realised across the Court’s Registry, its lists and
its corporate support services.
Improvements in the experience of court users are
shown by the consistently strong results of the Court’s
biannual survey.

I would like to acknowledge the Court’s staff for their
efforts this past year.
Again, our achievements against Court Directions are a
shared success of the Court’s people, the judges and
Court staff. And the success of the Court’s non-judicial
workforce – an intelligent, diverse and capable group –
is borne of a strong ethic of professional service.
The improvements we’ve made against Court Directions,
to our systems of work in particular, are testament to
our commitment to achieving court excellence.
The Court’s commitment to service improvement now
requires an investment in digital technology in order
to fully realise the benefit of current and planned
changes to judicial and service-delivery practice.
The Court’s current array of digital technologies and
legacy platforms is a critical limitation on our ability to
improve service efficiency and quality, and engagement
with the justice system and broader community.
Remedying this will be a firm focus for us moving
ahead under Court Directions.
Again, I would like to acknowledge the judges of the
Court and all the staff for their efforts this past year.

We have also improved how we engage with Victorians,
through conventional and social media, by creating a
new user-oriented website, and with new educational
materials to help enrich the learning of high school
students.

Their personal dedication to the work of the Court,
the professional contribution they each make every day,
and their deep commitment to the Victorian community
give me great confidence in looking to the future for this
institution and what it represents for Victoria.

This work and these achievements are a collaborative
effort, with the Court’s staff supporting the direction
and effort of the judiciary across the priority areas of
Court Directions.

It remains my great honour to serve at the County Court.
Fiona Chamberlain
CEO, County Court of Victoria
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COURT
STRUCTURE
The County Court’s 66 judges and its operations are supported by
approximately 240 staff. The Court deals with matters through
its three divisions: Criminal, Common Law and Commercial.
Judges also hear cases at circuit courts in 12 regional centres.
Criminal Law Division
Head of the Criminal Division

Judge Hannan

Judge in Charge of the General Crimes List

Judge Hannan

Judge in Charge of the Sexual Offences List

Judge Sexton

Judge in Charge of the Koori Court

Judge Grant

Common Law Division
Head of the Common Law Division

Judge O’Neill

Judge in Charge of the General List

Judge O’Neill

Judge in Charge of the Serious Injury List

Judge O’Neill

Judges in Charge of the Medical List

Judge Saccardo and Judge Tsalamandris

Judge in Charge of the Defamation List

Judge Smith

Judge in Charge of the Family Property List

Judge Kings

Judge in Charge of the Confiscation List

Judge Murphy

Judges with Responsibility for Adoption and Substitute Parentage Applications

Judge Pullen and Judge Hampel

Judge in Charge of the WorkCover List

Judge Wischusen

Judge with Responsibility for Self-Represented Litigants

Judge Saccardo

Judge with Responsibility for s134AB Costs Applications

Judge Tsalamandris

Judge with Responsibility for the Approval of all Infant and Other Compromises

Judge K Bourke

Commercial Division
Head of the Commercial Division

Judge Cosgrave

Judge in Charge of the General List

Judge Cosgrave

Judge in Charge of the Banking and Finance List

Judge Cosgrave

Judge in Charge of the Expedited Cases List

Judge Cosgrave

Judge in Charge of the Building Cases List

Judge Cosgrave

Head of Circuits
Head of Circuits
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Judge Mullaly

Year at
a Glance
TOTAL COUNTY COURT CASES

2016–17

2017–18

% change

Commenced

11,644

11,760

1.0%

Finalised

11,416

11,274

-1.2%

Pending

2.3%

9,673

9,891

Overall County Court Clearance Ratio (%)

98%

96%

% Disposed Within 12 Months

63%

71%

Number of cases initiated
during the reporting period
(including Supervision
Order cases).
FINALISED

TOTAL COMMERCIAL DIVISION:
Commenced

2,350

2,020

Finalised

2,146

2,208

2.9%

Pending

2,438

2,187

-10.3%

Clearance Ratio (%)

91%

109%

% Disposed Within 12 Months

58%

53%

-14.0%

Number of cases completed
during the reporting period.
Cases no longer active.
PENDING
Number of active/open
cases as at the end of
the reporting period.
CLEARANCE RATE

TOTAL COMMON LAW DIVISION
Commenced
Finalised

3,647
3,679

3,920
3,733

7.5%
1.5%

Pending

4,562

4,663

2.2%

Clearance Ratio (%)

101%

95%

51%

52%

% Disposed Within 12 Months

COMMENCED

Number of cases finalised
as a percentage of
initiations.

TOTAL CRIMINAL CASES (INCLUDING APPEALS)
Commenced
Finalised

5,647
5,321

5,820
5,333

3.1%
0.2%

Pending

13.8%

2,673

3,041

Overall Criminal Clearance Ratio (%)

94%

92%

% Disposed Within 12 Months

92%

92%

2,397

2,566

Criminal Trials and Pleas
Commenced

7.1%

Finalised

2,122

2,130

0.4%

Pending

1,696

2,067

21.9%

Trials and Pleas Clearance Ratio (%)

89%

83%

% Disposed Within 12 Months

86%

82%

Commenced

3,250

3,254

Finalised

3,199

3,203

0.1%

Pending

977

974

-0.3%

Appeals Clearance Ratio (%)

98%

98%

% Disposed Within 12 Months

98%

97%

Criminal Appeals
0.1%

TOTAL ADOPTION CASES
Applications Considered

47

54

14.9%

Adoption Orders Made

56

41

-26.8%
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COURT DIRECTIONS AND
OUR ACHIEVEMENTS
In mid-2017 the Court announced
Court Directions 2017–22 as a roadmap
for its next five years.
Court Directions identifies the Court’s seven top
objectives. It is a publicly available expression of the
Court’s commitment to improvement.
The Court’s purpose is to hear and determine matters
in a fair, timely, efficient and accessible way. The Court
has a profound obligation to Victoria and Victorians in
this regard. And the Court’s performance is by and
large measured against its purpose. All of this is
affirmed by Court Directions.
The aspirations set out in Court Directions are
ambitious, but necessarily so given the complex and
changing environment in which the Court operates.
Right now, all public institutions are operating in an
increasingly challenging environment.
Calls for greater openness and transparency,
increased media scrutiny, increasing expectations
around servicedelivery, the rapid advancement of
technology and automation, and the criticality of
public trust and confidence in public institutions
all continue to intensify.
The Court is also experiencing a growing and
increasingly complex caseload. This is due to a
combination of population growth, the impact of
recent law reforms, increasing complexity in matters
and growing investment in community safety.
This demand growth is forecast to continue at a rate
out-of-step with the Court’s service capacity.
Emerging signs of this are the increase in initiations,
the downward trend in finalisations, an increase in
the number of “not reached matters”, and increase
in “time to trial” across the Court.
This past year the Court has managed heavier
caseloads and increasingly complex matters right
across its jurisdiction. This is seen in the Criminal,
Common Law and Commercial divisions.
Rising complexity within rising demand is a significant
pressure on the Court and its judges in particular;
the number of judges at the Court being the decisive
determinant of its service capacity and overall
performance.
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In recent years the Court has made substantive
improvements to operational efficiency, within the
Court’s public-facing Registry in particular, and to its
corporate standing. This is borne out by the reports
herein from the Court’s administrative directors.
The Court’s service capacity will struggle to meet
service performance targets though, without a
purposeful investment in the short term to expand the
ranks of the judiciary and to fully digitise the Court’s
work systems.
Court Directions is about setting the Court up to
assuredly meet these challenges and to continue
meeting the expectations of Victorians for the highest
quality of justice.
By establishing a roadmap for the future, Court
Directions points to a desired vision of the future in
terms of the broad outcomes, achievements and
processes the Court privileges over the next five years.
Court Directions broadly reflects the Court’s
commitment to continuously learn and improve the
way it delivers justice: by orienting its business
operations to the experience of court users, expanding
and enriching its engagement with the community, and
by better supporting the judicial officers and staff of
the Court to discharge the highest-quality justice as
efficiently as possible.
The Court’s substantive efforts for the 2017–22
period are being guided by the objectives identified
in Court Directions.
The Court’s key achievements during the 2017–18
reporting period reflect our commitment in this respect.
They are identified in the next few pages.

Objectives

Description

Key achievements during 2017–18

IMPROVE THE
COURT USER
EXPERIENCE

Enhance services and
programs to meet the
needs of court users
and improve justice
outcomes.

Court User Survey
The Court continued its biannual survey using
the methodology of the International Framework for
Court Excellence to learn from court users about their
experiences and create a more user-centred court.
The Court achieved consistently strong user satisfaction
with its surveys within the reporting period.
Registry redesign
The Court continued to redesign its Registry’s work
systems to increase value for court users, improve the
Registry’s efficiency and reduce waste. The project has
continued to create significant service enhancements
as well as significant savings for court users.
Service performance
The Court’s overall service performance was robust
and within the established Budget Paper 3 metrics.
The exception was the Court’s clearance rate for criminal
cases, where increased initiations contributed to a result
of -8.4 per cent. This result is due to an increase in
service demand and is not indicative of a decline in
service performance. It is indicative of demand and
pressure.

Engage with
the community

Improve transparency
and the accessibility
of information to build
understanding of the
Court and its processes.

Courts Open Day
On 19 May 2018 the County Court opened its doors to the
public as part of the annual Courts Open Day during Law
Week. Nearly 1000 people attended the free program of
tours, talks and exhibitions.
Schools program
This year around 5000 students from around 200
of Victoria’s schools benefited from the Court’s
schools program.
Educational materials
New educational materials have been developed for
school teachers and students on the Court and its role
in the justice system. Theses materials were developed
in collaboration with stakeholders and experts and will
support the Victorian curriculum.
New website
A new user-centred website has been developed for the
Court and was launched in October 2018. The website
has improved usability and accessibility, will improve
transactions between the Court and court users, and will
enable greater community engagement into the future.
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COURT DIRECTIONS AND
OUR ACHIEVEMENTS
Objectives

Description

Key achievements during 2017–18

Expand
AND explore
specialisation

Specialise to better meet
the needs of specific
court user groups.

County Koori Court
A further 12 Aboriginal Elders and Respected Persons
were appointed to the County Koori Court this year.
Self-represented litigants
The Court has made substantive efforts to better
support self-represented litigants. This past year two
professional case managers were appointed to meet the
increasing demand and complexity associated with cases
involving self-represented litigants. The Court has also, in
partnership with the Supreme Court and Justice Connect,
developed a two-year pro-bono service pilot to assist selfrepresented litigants in civil matters.

Support judges
and staff

Strengthen capability,
and support the wellbeing of judges and staff.

Wellbeing
The Court has further expanded its efforts with respect to
health and wellbeing initiatives for judges and staff. Chief
Judge Peter Kidd has personally led the development
and implementation of initiatives in this respect and
has advised other courts across Australia on the County
Court’s approach.
County Court staff forums
Staff forums were held in March and April to measure
staff engagement, identify critical issues in the Court’s
work systems and ultimately to inform an improvement
action plan to improve staff engagement and the Court’s
performance. 194 staff attended 13 sessions. The forums
demonstrated a high level of engagement and satisfaction
across the Court and will inform the Court’s improvement
action plan.

Reform based
on evidence
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Implement improvement
initiatives based on best
practice and strong
evidence.
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Long trial management
In February the Criminal Division commenced a pilot of the
Long Trial Case Management List. This List was created in
the Criminal Division to better manage long trials given the
unprecedented increase in trials with estimated direction
of 25 days or more.

Objectives

Description

Key achievements during 2017–18

Harness new
technology

Embrace new technology
and rethink systems to
enhance transparency,
improve service and
increase productivity.

Electronic Writ template
In March the new electronic Writ template system
was released to legal practitioners as part of the Court’s
efforts to align its electronic systems with the Registry
redesign. The Court engaged with and provided training
to practitioners in Melbourne, Geelong and other regional
locations as part of the development and rollout of
the template.
iManage
The Court introduced the iManage document management
system to its civil divisions, leading to all civil files from
2017 onwards being electronic. The electronic file can be
accessed by judges and staff from anywhere in the Court
across the state.
Electronic court books
In the Common Law Division a group of Judges piloted the
use of electronic court books and trialled the use of iPads,
laptop computers and an array of software that provides
annotating functionalities.

Collaborate
within the
justice system

Contribute to the overall
performance and
effectiveness of the
justice system.

The Court led and participated in both across jurisdiction
work within the courts system, often focused on achieving
corporate efficiencies, and across justice system work,
often to align the system-wide settings. This work will
continue in earnest as the Court faces increasing service
demand and increasing complexity within that demand.
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Work of
the court
The County Court Act (1958) establishes
that the judges of the Court are to report
to the Governor on the operation of the
Court on an annual basis.
The following reports have been prepared
by the judges and judicial registrars and
detail the work of the Court over the
reporting period 2017–18.
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Criminal DIVISION

Report from theHead of
the Criminal Division
Judge Hannan
Division structure
The Criminal Division Executive Committee, comprising
Her Honour Judge Sexton (Judge in charge of the Sexual
Offences List), His Honour Judge Grant (Judge in charge
of the Koori Court) and the senior administrator to the
Division, Ryan Mallia, supported me in discharging my
duties as head of Division this year.
The committee, together with His Honour Judge
Mullaly (head of circuits), met regularly to discuss and
implement change in relation to practice, procedure and
legislative amendments and to report on performance
across the Division.
At the end of this year I stood down as the head of the
Criminal Division and as the Judge in charge of the
General List. One of the hardest things to know is when
it is time for a change. There is always an uncompleted
project and more to do but I strongly feel I have made
such contribution as I can in my current capacity and
without renewal we stagnate. The Division is wellplaced to continue its work under the leadership of a
new Division head.
Judge Hannan

Appointments and retirements
The Criminal Division again lost a number of very
experienced judges who retired over the course of the
year. The collective experience of the retired judges
cannot be underestimated and the Division thanks each
of those Judges for their many years of service. His
Honour Judge Parsons retired in August, Her Honour
Judge Douglas in October, His Honour Judge McInerney
in December, Her Honour Judge Patrick in April and Her
Honour Judge Campton in May.
This year a number of new judges were appointed.
His Honour Judge O’Connell was appointed in July,
His Honour Judge Higham in August, His Honour
Judge Wraight in October, Her Honour Judge Riddell
in November, Her Honour Judge Condon in December
and their Honours Judges Fox and Cahill in May. The
new appointments bring a diverse range of experience
in criminal law spanning decades and the Division
welcomes each of the judges to the County Court.
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Report from theHead of
the Criminal Division
Judge Hannan
Openness and communication

Division major projects

The Division continued to build strong relationships with
the profession, stakeholders and the wider community.
This was achieved through a number of initiatives. The
Division again contributed to the Courts Open Day which
featured tours of the custody cells, mock plea hearings,
jury empanelment, parole hearing and bail application,
providing an opportunity to inform the public about the
work of the Court.

Blue Sky Review of Listings

Judges of the Division also met regularly with
representatives of organisations such as Victoria Legal
Aid, the Criminal Bar Association, the Law Institute
of Victoria, the Office of Public Prosecutions, the
Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions and
Corrections Victoria. The meetings provide a forum to
discuss issues in relation to practice and procedure
and the Division relies on the expertise that each
stakeholder brings to the meeting to ensure best
practice is achieved.
The Division continued to publish its monthly
newsletter, available on the County Court website. The
newsletter provides a channel to communicate directly
with practitioners and the wider community to report on
performance, share important news and updates and
provide information in relation to changes to practice,
procedure and legislation.

The Blue Sky Review of Listings project piloted and
evaluated a partial docket system that commenced in
September and ran for nine weeks. Eight judges were
assigned to their own “docket”. Each judge listed and
heard pre-trial hearings and directions hearings and
counsel was engaged earlier than they otherwise
would have been to facilitate the pre-trial hearings
and discussion.
The key findings and recommendations of the pilot
are listed below.
°° Resolution rates were not significantly increased
by the pilot;
°° The timing of those matters resolved was slightly
later for docket trials than Master List trials;
°° The average number of trials completed was similar
for docket judges compared with master list judges;
°° Trial estimates were very accurate for both Master
List and docket trials;
°° Pre-allocation of trials into a docket increased the
workload for some judges;
°° The docket system fragmented the judges’ calendar;
°° The docket system affected the Master List in that
it impacted the ability to efficiently list and
allocate trials.
°° The docket system allowed judges to manage their
workloads and it provided some certainty in relation
to upcoming work, but this must be balanced against
the increased administrative burden placed upon
docket judges.
°° The General and Sexual Offences lists actively case
manage trials very well.
°° The Master List system should be retained but there is
a place for an increased level of case management of
appropriately complex and/or long trials.
°° Pre-allocation should be considered in complex
trials with durations shorter than 25 days.

Long Trial Case Management List
Following on from the findings in the Blue Sky project,
the Division looked at long trials. “Long trials” in the
County Court are those with estimated durations of 25
days or greater. For a number of years the Court has
listed approximately 18 long trials per year and has
consistently managed this workload. Next year though,
there are more than twice as many long trials.
This increase puts pressure on the Criminal List.
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Family Violence Data
The Long Trial Case Management List was created
to better manage long trials. The Criminal Division
commenced a pilot of the Long Trial Case Management
List; its aims are to:
°° Encourage and explore all options for resolution in
appropriate cases;
°° Narrow the issues in dispute prior to the
commencement of the trial;
°° Provide pre-trial hearings and rulings in
appropriate cases;
°° Set an earlier timetable for the filing of documents
and submissions;
°° Ensure that long trials commence on their
listed date; and
°° Ensure that long trials do not run longer than
originally anticipated.
Judge Mullaly heads the Long Trial Case Management
List and is supported by the Long Trial case manager.
This new position is staffed by a solicitor with practice
experience who prepares case notes, summarises
evidence, identifies issues and liaises with parties in
relation to matters such as directions compliance and
filing requirements.
The List commenced in February and in the first six
months has seen a number of successes with the
resolution of a number of multi-accused trials that were
estimated to run for several months. The intensive and
individualised case management is seen as beneficial
for both the parties involved and the Court.

The Division recognised the need to gain a better
understanding of the prevalence of family
violence in the work of the Court, so it undertook a
comprehensive analysis of this issue. An analysis
of every case initiated in the County Court over an
18-month period was performed. The results were
informative and revealed that:
°° 14 per cent of all cases involve family violence;
°° Family violence occurs by way of sexual offending in
two thirds of cases, by assaults and related offences in
one quarter of cases and by way of property offences
in just under 10 per cent of cases;
°° In relation to family violence cases, almost 60 per cent
of accused plead guilty; and
°° Family violence features in a slightly higher proportion
of regional cases as compared with Melbourne cases.
This up-to-date and accurate data assists the Court to
make informed decisions in relation to the management
of this important area of work as well as the allocation
of resources.

PROPORTION OF ALL CASES THAT
INVOLVE FAMILY VIOLENCE
14%

Family Violence
No Family Violence

Senior Associate to the Reserve List
The position of senior associate to the Reserve List was
created this year. This position supports the head of
the Division and the Judge sitting in the Reserve List by
facilitating the flow of work to available judges.
The position also involves looking ahead and contacting
parties with unallocated trials in the following weeks to
confirm issues, witnesses and duration. This allows the
Criminal Division to better manage those matters that
are placed in the Reserve List.
This has already been a successful initiative and it is
evidenced by the reduction in not-reached trials. In the
six-month period immediately after the creation of the
position, from January to June this year, there were only
four not-reached trials. In contrast, for the same period
in the previous year there were 24 not-reached trials.

86%

OUTCOME OF FAMILY
VIOLENCE CASES
11%

Pleaded Not Guilty
Pleaded Guilty
Discontinued
or Remitted

30%

59%
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Report from theHead of
the Criminal Division
Judge Hannan
FAMILY VIOLENCE OCCURS BY WAY OF:

Review of Criminal Division Processes
In keeping with the Court’s commitment to continuously
modernise and set an example of contemporary
court excellence, at the end of this year the Criminal
Division embarked upon a comprehensive review of its
processes. The review posed two questions:
who is the best person to undertake a particular task?
And how do we optimise staff working at the upper end
of their skill set, freeing judges to concentrate on their
court work? The review is in its preliminary stages and
has commenced consultation with the profession
and stakeholders.

70%
60%

67%

50%
40%
30%
20%

24%

10%
9%

0
Sexual offences

Property offences

Assaults

PROPORTION OF FAMILY VIOLENCE CASES:
MELBOURNE VS CIRCUIT
Circuit

21%

Division Challenges
As with previous years the Division continued to face
challenges such as:
°° Ensuring judicial and staff wellbeing;
°° Increasing trial duration and complexity;
°° The rapid pace of legislative reform;
°° Recruitment, training and management of Division
resources including associates, tipstaves and
administration staff; and
°° the continued increase in the post-sentence
management of offender workload.

Legislative Reform
This year the Criminal Division commented on and
managed the implementation of numerous pieces of
legislative reform that impacted directly upon the work
of the Court, including:

79%

°° Justice Legislation Amendment (Victims) Act 2018 in
relation to the intermediary and ground rules hearing
pilot;

Melbourne

°° Serious Offender Act 2018, which will replace the
Serious Sex Offender (Detention and Supervision)
Act 2009;
12%

88%

Family Violence
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°° Major reforms to the Bail Act 1977; and
°° Sentencing Amendments (Sentencing Standards) Bill
2017, which replaced the Baseline sentencing scheme.

Report from theJUDGE IN
CHARGE OF THE GENERAL CRIME LIST
Judge Hannan
List judges
This year in the General List I was supported by Judges
Taft, Dean, Cotterell, Grant and Gwynn and their staff.
The General List sits each day at 9am and hears a range
of matters including initial and final directions hearings,
mentions and various applications. The judges that sit
in the General List are experienced trial judges who
actively case manage pending trials to ensure issues
are narrowed, disclosure occurs, funding issues are
managed and that, where appropriate, resolution is
achieved in a timely fashion. At 10.30am, in addition to
hearing bail applications, sentence indication hearings
and appeals, the List Judge manages trials, pleas and
appeals and other matters in the Reserve List.

Initial Directions Hearings in
the General List
In all Melbourne trials where a person is committed for
trial and a plea of not guilty is entered, the Court hears
an initial directions hearing (IDH) within 24 hours of the
order for committal for trial. This commences the active
case management of a trial in the Criminal Division.
This year 934 trials were listed for IDH. Of these cases:
°° 77 per cent were listed in the General List and 23 per
cent in the Sexual Offences List;
°° 90 per cent were prosecuted by the state Office
of Public Prosecutions and 10 per cent by the
Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions; and
°° 50.5 per cent of accused people were on bail at the
time of the IDH and 47.5 per cent were in custody. In
two per cent of cases the accused was a company so
the question of bail did not apply.
The main offence types heard at initial directions
hearing in the General List were as follows:

STATE VS FEDERAL
PROSECUTIONS
State
Federal
10%

90%

CUSTODY STATUS
AT IDH

47.5%

2%

Bail
Custody
N/A

50.5%

OFFENCE TYPES
AT IDH

3%

19%

15%

Property and
Dishonesty Offences
Offences Against
the Person
Drug Offences
Driving Offences

21%
42%

Other Offences

°° 19 per cent concerned state and federal drug offences;
°° 21 per cent concerned offences against the person;
°° 42 per cent concerned property and dishonesty
offences;
°° 3 per cent concerned driving offences; and
°° 15 per cent concerned other offences.
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Report from theJUDGE IN
CHARGE OF THE GENERAL CRIME LIST
Judge Hannan
Outcome of Matters That Commenced
in the General List
This year, of all of the matters that commenced in the
General List as a trial (regardless of what year they
commenced), more than half of the matters resolved
to a plea of guilty. The full breakdown of outcomes is
as follows:
°° 58.4 per cent pleaded guilty;
°° 10.6 per cent resulted in a guilty verdict after trial;
°° 7.9 per cent resulted in a not guilty verdict after trial;
°° 13.9 per cent were discontinued;

Outcome of matters that commenced
as a trial in the general list 2017–18
7.9%

Pleaded Guilty

13.9%

10.6%

Guilty Verdict

6.7%

Not Guilty Verdict

2.5%

Discontinued
Remitted
Crimes Mental
Impairment Act
58.4%

°° 6.7 per cent were remitted to the Magistrates’
Court; and
°° 2.5 per cent were dealt with under the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Act 1997.

STAGES OF RESOLUTION

Of note is the stage at which matters resolved:
°° 5 per cent at initial directions hearing;
°° 23.4 per cent at further initial directions hearing;
°° 30.6 per cent at final directions hearing or further
final directions hearing;
°° 37.2 per cent on the first day of trial; and
°° 3.8 per cent during trial.
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23.4%

IDH
Further IDH
FDH or Further FDH
First Day of Trial

30.6%

5%
3.8%

During Trial
37.2%

FUNDING AND REPRESENTATION
At the final directions hearing, where the funding type
was indicated in court, 59.5 per cent of trials were
funded by Victoria Legal Aid, 39 per cent were privately
funded and in 1.5 per cent of trials the accused was
self-represented.

Trial Data

AVERAGE TIME TO TRIAL PER TRIAL TYPE
16
14
12
10

For those matters that proceeded to trial:

8

°° an interpreter was required for the accused or a
witness in 19 per cent of trials

6

°° the accused gave evidence in 21 per cent of trials
that commenced in the General List;
°° the average time taken to direct a jury was 2.3 hours;
°° the average jury deliberation time was six hours; and
°° the average number of witnesses at trial was nine.
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Time to Trial
Time to trial figures remained steady this year. For those
accused who were in custody, trials were prioritised and
generally listed within seven months, a decrease from
the previous year. Despite the focus on reducing time
to trial, these figures will not be able to be sustained
given the continued increase in non-trial work such
as applications and review hearings under the Serious
Sex Offenders (Detention and Supervision) Act 2009
and Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be
Tried) Act 1997 as well as other post-sentence judicial
management such as contraventions and judicial
monitoring hearings.

Note:
Classification of Offences
Given the rich data now available to the Criminal Division it was necessary to group offences. Offences are placed into broader
offence-type categories. The designated categories and offences within those categories broadly align with those prescribed
by the Judicial College of Victoria’s Victorian Criminal Charge Book. For example:

°° Property and dishonesty offences include offences such as theft, burglary/aggravated burglary, robbery/armed robbery,
obtaining property or financial advantage by deception, criminal damage and arson.

°° Offences against the person include offences such as intentionally or recklessly causing injury or serious injury, threatening to
kill or inflict serious injury, stalking, extortion, assault, kidnapping and false imprisonment.

°° Drug offences include offences such as importation, trafficking, possession and cultivation of a drug of dependence.
°° Sexual offences include offences such as rape, sexual assault, sexual penetration or sexual assault of a child under 16 and
incest.

°° Driving offences include offences such as culpable driving causing death or dangerous driving causing death or serious injury.
°° Public order offences include offences such as riot and affray.
°° Offences against justice include offences such as perjury, making a false statement, attempting to pervert the course of justice
and contempt.
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Report from theJUDGE IN
CHARGE OF THE Sexual offences list
Judge sexton
Sexual Offence List Activity 2017–18
The Sexual Offences List heard 214 Initial Directions
Hearings (IDH) in the reporting period and Sexual
Offences comprised almost one quarter of all IDHs
heard in the County Court this year. Of the 214 Sexual
Offence IDHs, 30 per cent involved children or
cognitively impaired witnesses.
Of the 214 matters that commenced by way of IDH in
the Sexual Offences List (regardless of what year they
commenced), 28.6 per cent resolved to a plea of guilty.
This is a much lower resolution rate than the 58.4 per cent
that resolved to a plea of guilty in the General List, but
is consistent with previous years. The full breakdown of
outcomes is as follows:
°° 28.6 per cent pleaded guilty;
°° 21.1 per cent resulted in a guilty verdict after trial;
°° 24.9 per cent resulted in a not guilty verdict after trial;
°° 21.7 per cent were discontinued;

Judge Sexton

Sexual Offence List judges
Her Honour Judge Sexton headed the Sexual Offences
List again this year and was ably supported by Judges
Pullen, Lawson, Patrick, Quin, Gamble, Wilmoth and
Gaynor who also sat in the Sexual Offences List.

°° 2.7 per cent were remitted to the Magistrates’ Court; and
°° 1 per cent was dealt with under the Crimes (Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to Be Tried) Act 1997.

OUTCOME OF MATTERS THAT COMMENCED AS
A TRIAL IN THE SEXUAL OFFENCES LIST

Pleaded Guilty

24.9%

21.7%

Guilty Verdict
Not Guilty Verdict

2.7%

Discontinued
Remitted
Crimes Mental
Impairment Act
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21.1%
28.6%

1%

Child and Cognitively
Impaired Witness Cases
Of interest is the stage at which matters in the
Sexual Offences List resolved:

Child and cognitively impaired witnesses featured in
36 per cent of sexual offence matters this year; a one
per cent increase on the previous year.

°° 3.7 per cent at initial directions hearing;
°° 16.7 per cent at further initial directions hearing;
°° 22.2 per cent at or after the final directions hearing;
°° 50 per cent on the first day of trial; and
°° 7.4 per cent during trial.
In relation to those matters that resolved on the first
day of trial, in comparison, 37.2 percent of matters in
the General List resolved on the first day of trial.

Witness types in sexual
offence matters
36%

No Child/Cognitively
Impaired Witness
Child/Cognitively
Impaired Witness

64%

STAGES OF RESOLUTION
50%

IDH
Further IDH

7.4%

FDH or Further FDH

3.7%

First Day of Trial
During Trial

16.7%
22.2%

The overall conviction rate for sexual offences (including
those that pleaded guilty) was 74 per cent; slightly lower
than the 87 per cent in the General List.
The overall conviction rate for sexual offences was
slightly higher than the previous year, which saw a
conviction recorded in 72 per cent of cases.
Sexual Offence Cases

General List Cases

In relation to the breakdown of child and cognitively
impaired matters heard this year, the majority of
matters were pleas of guilty. This year, of the 172 cases
that involved child or cognitively impaired witnesses,
only 34 per cent proceeded to trial; the other 66 per cent
having resolved to a plea of guilty. This is consistent
with the previous year where, similarly, 34 per cent of
cases involving child or cognitively impaired witnesses
proceeded to trial.
Cases Involving Child or
Cognitively Impaired
Witnesses
Plea vs Trial

Plea
Trial

34%

66%

13%
26%

74%

Conviction Recorded

87%

No Conviction Recorded

Despite only 23 per cent of trial initiations occurring
in the Sexual Offences List, sexual offence trials
accounted for 48 per cent of all trials that ran this year.
This figure is consistent with previous years.
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Report from theJUDGE IN
CHARGE OF THE Sexual offences list
Judge sexton
Intermediaries
For child and cognitively impaired cases that went
to trial, the conviction rate this year was 73 per cent;
three per cent higher than the previous year.
Outcome of trials involving
child and cognitively
impaired witness

27%

Intermediaries are trained professionals with specific
skills in communication. They are officers of the court
who assist with communication so that a vulnerable
witness can give their best evidence during the recording
of their evidence with police, and in court where the
witness is asked questions by lawyers.

Conviction
Recorded
No Conviction
Recorded

73%

As a proportion of all trials (general trials and sexual
offence trials), child and cognitively impaired witness
trials accounted for 16 per cent of all trials.
Child and Cognitively Impaired
Witness Trials vs Other Trials

16%

No Child and
Cognitvely
Impaired Witness
Child and Cognitvely
Impaired Witness

Stemming from the Victorian Law Reform Commission’s
report on Victims of Crime in the Criminal Trial Process,
the Intermediary Pilot Program was funded in the
2017–18 State budget and was managed by the
Department of Justice and Regulation. Her Honour
Judge Sexton continued to lead the County Court’s
contribution to the new pilot program.

84%

Prior to its commencement in July 2018, 50 allied
health professionals were appointed to a panel of
intermediaries. An intermediary has a tertiary degree
in either speech pathology, social work, psychology or
occupational therapy with relevant experience. Training
was provided to the intermediaries in the lead up to the
commencement of the program.
The role of an intermediary is to assess communication
needs and provide practical strategies and
recommendations on how best to communicate with the
witness. An intermediary conducts an assessment of the
witness’s communication needs before they record their
evidence with the police and makes recommendations
to police on communication methods that will elicit clear
and coherent evidence.
The intermediary will also assess the witness before
they give evidence at court and write a report for the
court with practical strategies and recommendations
on how to best communicate with the witness so they
can understand the questions and provide their best
evidence. This report will be discussed with the parties
at the Ground Rules Hearing; a hearing designed to set
the parameters for the form, manner, duration and scope
of questions to be asked of the witness.
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Sexual Offences List User Group
The Sexual Offences List User Group continued to
meet this year and discuss issues relevant to practice
and procedure in relation to sexual offences in the
County Court. The group comprised membership from
County Court Judges, associates and registry staff,
the Office of Public Prosecutions, the Commonwealth
Director of Public Prosecutions, Victoria Legal Aid, the
Victorian Government Solicitor’s Office, the Criminal Bar
Association, the Child Witness Service, the Law Institute
of Victoria and private firms engaged in serious sex
offender applications. The meetings are an appropriate
forum to discuss issues and draw upon the expertise of
the members of the group to make positive reforms to
practice and procedure.

Serious Sex Offender Applications
The Sexual Offences List continued to manage
applications for, and reviews of Supervision Orders
made pursuant to the Serious Sex Offender (Detention
and Supervision) Act 2009. Applications, reviews and
breaches of Supervision Orders take a considerable
amount of judicial time. This is additional work that must
be heard around and outside of criminal trials.
The Court continued to meet with those firms involved
in these applications to ensure that best practice is
achieved. The Court also consulted with these firms
in relation to a redraft of the Practice Note chapter on
Supervision Orders, ahead of the commencement of
the Serious Offenders Act 2018 and the expansion of the
supervision and detention scheme to serious violent
offenders.
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Report from theJUDGE IN
CHARGE of the koori court
Judge grant

The County Court now has more than 20 Aboriginal Elders
and Respected Persons who are available to sit in the
Koori Courts in their respective regions. They all have a
strong commitment to the County Koori Court process
and have extensive cultural knowledge, connection and
ties to the regions to which they have been appointed.
Professional development training was held for Elders
and Respected Persons throughout the year as well as
Aboriginal cultural awareness training for judges.
During this reporting period, preparation for the
establishment of the County Koori Court in Shepparton
has commenced. Extensive consultations occurred and
a recruitment, training and appointment process for
local Aboriginal Elders and Respected Persons has been
undertaken.
There has been overwhelming support from the local
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal communities for a County
Koori Court in this region.
The Shepparton County Koori Court will commence
operation in July 2018.
Judge Grant

County Koori Court Activity 2017–18

The County Koori Court has just
entered its ninth year of operation
and will celebrate its 10-year
anniversary in November 2018.
It currently sits in Latrobe Valley (Morwell),
Melbourne and Mildura.
The Court is supported by a County Koori Court
coordinator and a Koori Court officer, both of whom
are responsible for supporting Melbourne and
regional County Koori Court sittings.
They work closely with Elders and Respected Persons,
legal practitioners and local Aboriginal community
organisations to ensure the person appearing before
the Court is well supported in the Koori Court process.
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The Melbourne County Koori Court continues to be the
busiest County Koori Court. It sits on a weekly basis.
Both Latrobe Valley and Mildura sit at times aligned with
County Court criminal circuits, with the first two days
of each criminal circuit being allocated for County Koori
Court hearings if required.
The Latrobe Valley County Koori Court has again seen a
reduction in the number of Aboriginal people appearing
before the Court during this reporting period.
The table below outlines the data for each County Koori
Court region.
Court

Melbourne

Latrobe Valley

Mildura

Number of
sittings

32

12

3

Number of
new cases

28

12

3

Number
of pleas

18

9

3

Number of
appeals

6

3

0

Number of
breaches

5

5

0

County Koori Court Case Study
James is a young Aboriginal man who appeared before the
County Koori Court having pleaded guilty to one charge of
riot and two summary charges of fail to answer bail.
James was 21 years old when he offended. Prior to this
offending, he had three separate appearances in the
Children’s Court and one appearance in the Magistrates’
Court. Although the offence of riot was committed whilst
on remand, he was not charged with the offence until
after his release from prison. He was then remanded in
custody after failing to appear on bail.
James was born in the Northern Territory. Both his mother
and father are Aboriginal, having traditional connection
to Aboriginal countries in the Northern Territory. They
moved to Melbourne before James’s first birthday and
he has never returned to the traditional lands of his
birth. Both parents have had longstanding difficulties
with alcohol and drugs. James witnessed drug use and
domestic violence within the home and experienced
significant neglect in his formative years. He attended
school sporadically and experienced learning difficulties.
He is functionally illiterate. He was a heavy drug user
throughout his teenage years.
At the plea in County Koori Court, James participated
in a sentencing conversation with two male Aboriginal
Elders. The Elders spoke with him about the significance
of the Court being smoked and the significance that
smoking ceremonies play in Aboriginal culture, sharing
with him important aspects of the smoking ceremony that
include connecting with ancestors, dealing with the past,
cleansing and the prospect of a new beginning.
The Elders also spoke directly and sternly to James about
his offending behaviour and the cultural implications of
Aboriginal men offending on Aboriginal lands not their
own. The Elders spoke at length of the ongoing effect that
offending of this type has on victims and their families.
The Elders encouraged him to work towards a better,
drug-free life, and employment. The Elders told James
it wouldn’t happen overnight and it would take time,
planning and support. The Elders further encouraged
him to participate in programs to learn to read and write,
which will assist him in obtaining employment. James
responded well and expressed his desire to learn better
ways and to change his life. In particular he expressed his
willingness to participate in a residential rehabilitation
program if given the opportunity.
The presiding judge deferred sentence, and James was
bailed into the residential rehabilitation program at
Wiimpatja Healing Centre (WHC) at Warrakoo Station,
located approximately 110 kilometres outside of Mildura
on the Murray River. WHC is managed by Mallee District

Aboriginal Services and caters for Indigenous male
offenders who abuse drugs and alcohol. Participants are
required to undertake drug and alcohol counselling, work
on the property and undertake programs on social and
emotional wellbeing and improved life skills.
Following the successful completion of 12 weeks
at WHC, the Court was provided with a very positive
report. It indicated James had engaged in the works
program, assisted with land management practices and
participated in cultural activities with Barkindji Elders,
including learning how to cook and make traditional
Aboriginal implements and tools. The report also
indicated he had successfully participated in the drug
and alcohol program. Furthermore, the report indicated
James’s desire to remain at WHC for a further 12 weeks;
a proposal that the Court endorsed.
A further report was provided to the Court at the
subsequent hearing. This indicated James had become
more involved and made the most of his time at WHC. In
short, he had excelled. An alcohol and other drugs report
was also tended that detailed significant improvements
in his behaviour and his willingness to engage. During the
course this time at WCH, James obtained a white card
allowing him to undertake building and construction work.
On completing his second 12 week period at WHC, James
returned to Melbourne and was linked in to Youth Services
for ongoing support. Youth Services indicated at a further
hearing he was attending appointments and had taken a
leadership role in the brickwork program.
The presiding judge sentenced James to time served,
which amounted to 291 days’ imprisonment, plus a 12-month
Community Correction Order (CCO) with a justice plan.
A report was tendered at a judicial monitoring hearing
indicating James was reporting to Corrections as
required and had commenced at Kickstart, which is a
drug and alcohol program that runs for six weeks. He was
supported in court by a Salvation Army worker (assisting
with finding housing) and a Stonnington Youth Services
worker who assisted James to access the Charcoal Lane
Program, a Mission Australia social-enterprise restaurant
that provides guidance and opportunity to young
Aboriginal people. Through this program, James has, for
the first time, gained employment and is currently working
three days a week at Charcoal Lane. He has also obtained
a Certificate in Responsible Service of Alcohol and is
enrolled in a six-month course that will credit him with a
Certificate II in Hospitality.
James remains committed to completing his CCO and making
strong progress on his rehabilitation. He is achieving his goals
and remains connected to the positive support network
around him. He wants to be a role model for his siblings.
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Report from the Judges in
Charge of Adoption and
Substitute Parentage List
Judge Pullen and Judge Hampel

Judge Pullen

Judge Hampel

The Adoption and Substitute Parentage
List is charged with the responsibility
of hearing applications for adoptions,
discharging of previous adoptions
orders, substitute parentage orders
and parenting orders. Twenty-one
judges supported the Adoption and
Substitute Parentage List during the
2017–18 reporting periods.

ADOPTION AND SUBSTITUTE PARENTAGE
List activity 2017–18
In the 2017–18 reporting period, a total of 54
applications were considered by judges in the List.
This included 44 adoption and 10 substitute parentage
applications. The 44 adoption applications included
seven applications for Discharge of Adoptions. At
the close of the reporting period, there were fourteen
pending adoption and substitute parentage applications.
We hear stories of women who have struggled with
infertility or with the inability to carry a pregnancy to
term, and men who want to become fathers, who are
then able to have a family so they are all gorgeous stories.

Thank you Lions Australia
Adoption and Substitute Parentage List cases are
marked by the gift of a Lions Australia teddy bear to
young children. The Court extends its appreciation and
thanks to Lions Australia for continuing to provide these
wonderful teddy bears to symbolise this very important
event for the child.
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CASE STUDY
Adoption And Substitute Parentage In The Court
An adoption order legally transfers parental rights
and responsibilities, guardianship and custody to the
adoptive parents. This effectively makes them the child
of the adoptive parents and may include legal claims to
their will after the parent dies.
“Adoptions are a great experience, and an exciting and
happy event for families and for the judge,” said Judge
Pullen, who is in charge of the Adoption List.
“Inter-country adoptions and Australian babies being
adopted are relatively few in number - it’s usually
adopting within a family, in situations such as when a
woman remarries and she wants her husband to be
registered as the father of her children.
“In many cases babies that have come through intercountry adoption have been with their adoptive parents
for one or two years, so it can be a difficult process for
the parents to go through”
Judge Hampel, who is in charge of the Substitute
Parentage List, said there were a range of social and
medical reasons why people can’t conceive themselves
or safely carry a pregnancy to term so surrogacy can
provide a means for them to bring a child into the world.
“There are these lovely stories of women who have
struggled with infertility or with the inability to carry
a pregnancy to term, and men who have agreed to
become fathers, who are then able to have a family so
they are all gorgeous stories,” said Judge Hampel.
Judge Paul Higham, who commenced hearing substitute
parentage applications in 2017 said, “The surrogate
mothers I have encountered have been the sisters or
lifelong friends of the commissioning parents. They
have completed their own families and now willingly
carry a pregnancy to term so that those they love
can also experience the joy of parenthood. These are
wondrous and joyous stories of love, compassion and
humanity: truly uplifting.”
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Common law DIVISION

Report from the Head of
the Common Law Division
Judge O’Neill
The Common Law Division of the
County Court has unlimited monetary
jurisdiction in proceedings seeking
damages in industrial and transport
accident claims, medical negligence,
defamation and damages arising from
a range of other causes of action.
A significant proportion of matters
issued in the Division are applications
to seek leave to commence a damages
proceeding where there has been
a workplace or transport accident,
referred to as “serious injury
applications”.

Judge O’Neill
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Judge O’Neill

The General List

Judge O’Neill

The Serious Injury List

Judge O’Neill

The Applications List

Judge Saccardo and
Judge Tsalamandris

The Medical List

Judge Smith

The Defamation List

Judge Kings

The Family Property List

Judge Murphy

The Conﬁscation List

Judge Wischusen

The WorkCover List

Judge Saccardo

Responsibility for SelfRepresented Litigants

Judge Tsalamandris

Responsibility for s134AB costs
applications

Judge K Bourke

Responsibility for the approval of
Infant and other Compromises

2017–18 Division activity

Reserve List matters

Over the last twelve months, 35 per cent of all
initiations within the Court commenced in the
Division – representing 63 per cent of all matters
commencing in the civil jurisdiction. The number of
matters commenced have increased from 3169 in
2016–17 to 3429 in 2017–18: an increase of 8.2 per cent.
Finalisations have increased from 3197 in 2016–17 to
3256 in 2017–18: an increase of 1.8 per cent.

There is a continuing high rate of settlement across
juries, causes and serious injury applications. The
Division over lists the number of proceedings for trial on
any day in order to ensure there are a sufficient number
of trials listed on the day and to enhance efficient use of
judicial resources. In the reporting period, 76 per cent of
trials listed were vacated before the hearing date, when
the proceeding settled or was adjourned.

Trial listings

Given that trials are listed often between five to ten
months from the date of issue, sometimes more
trials remain listed on that day than there are Judges
available to hear the matters. When this occurs, these
matters are placed in the Reserve List. As Judges
become available during the day, these matters are
then allocated to a Judge to be heard. Sometimes a
Judge is not available on the day to hear the trial.
It is then said to be “not reached”.

Listings in the Common Law Division were increased by
about 30 per cent from the start of 2017. That increased
listing rate has been maintained to the present time
and into 2019. The rate of listing cases is examined each
year and depends upon the number of judges available
to hear cases, the number of cases issued and the
settlement rate of cases.
Serious injury applications are listed within 5 months.
Juries and causes within 10 months. This year saw 26
jury trials proceed to verdict, with these trials running
for an average of 8.5 days.

Of the 4208 trials listed, 82 (or just under 2 per cent)
were not reached on the day. This is attributable to a
slightly lower than usual rate of settlement, to Judges
being unavailable and to a higher than usual number
of jury trials proceeding over many days.

Trials
5000
4000

All efforts are made to minimise the disappointment
and inconvenience that a “not reached” trial brings.
Where a judge was not available, those trials not
reached were re-fixed for trial date within three
months or earlier.

4208

Judgments delivered

3641
3219

3000

In 2017–18, in excess of 268 judgments and rulings
were delivered. 79 per cent of judgments were delivered
within 60 days and 87 per cent were delivered within
90 days.

2852

2000
789

1000

Interlocutory hearings

989

42

82

Jul 2016 Jun 2017

Jul 2017 Jun 2018

Proceedings listed
for hearing and resolved
before hearing or adjourned
to another date

26
Jul 2017 Jun 2018

Jul 2017 Jun 2018

Jul 2016 Jun 2017

Jul 2017 Jun 2018

Jul 2016 Jun 2017

Jul 2017 Jun 2018

Jul 2016 Jun 2017

Trials listed

23
Jul 2016 Jun 2017

0

	Heard by a judge
Jury trials proceeded
to verdict

The hearing of interlocutory applications assists parties
to resolve issues in dispute as parties prepare for trial or
settlement. More than 1300 interlocutory applications
were listed in the Common Law Division. The majority
of these applications were heard and determined by a
judge or judicial registrar. Parties are also encouraged
to resolve disputes and many orders are made “on the
papers” without requiring the need for an attendance.

Trials not reached
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Report from the Head of
the Common Law Division
Judge O’Neill
Division projects
New practice note

Electronic court books

The new practice note PNCLD 3-2017 for the Common
Law Division was published on 23 August 2017.

A pilot group of Judges using electronic court books
(eCourtbooks) are trialling the use of iPads and laptop
computers and an array of software that provides
annotating functions.

The practice note incorporated previously related but
separate guidelines regarding mediations and solicitors
ceasing to act.
It was reformatted and indexed to make it easier to
read. It provided information and guidance on a range
of topics including: suppression orders, trial dates,
affidavits, eCourtbooks, court appearances, the use of
technology and expectations for parties in TAC serious
injury applications.

eFiling
Electronic filing of documents became mandatory
from 1 August 2016. The number of documents filed
electronically in this reporting period was 52,899 (or 90
per cent of all documents filed).This high rate of eFiling
has made possible the introduction of iManage, the
electronic case-file system.

Electronic case files – iManage
From April 2018, all new civil files initiated in the Court
became electronic and accessible by judges and
associates through their computers, both in chambers
and in court. iManage is highly valued by the judges and
associates who use it regularly.

Registry redesign
The Civil Registry has been working with the judiciary
and Court users to provide modern solutions to the work of
the Civil Registry. Work to streamline processes, reduce
the rate of rejection of documents and make it easier for
Court users to access the Court has been the main focus.
Considerable time has been spent speaking to
practicioners to identify areas where the civil Registry
could work more efficiently.
Work will continue over the next financial year to explore
other opportunities to enhance and improve the Court
process and procedure.

Template writ and statement of claim
In October 2017, the Court, in partnership with its eFiling
service provider CITEC Confirm, launched a smart writ
template form to a pilot group of seven practitioners.
Premila Canagaratna from Client Services has led the
team. The template system allows a practitioner to input
the details of their case and any attachments, including
a statement of claim or endorsement of claim. The
system removes the need for practitioners to update
their templates each time the Court forms are amended.
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Plaintiffs’ solicitors, the Victorian WorkCover Authority,
the Transport Accident Commission and defendant
panel firms have indicated at meetings that they are
all very keen to file eCourtbooks, rather than produce
paper copies. Many firms are trialling software that
efficiently produces hyperlinked eCourtbooks.
Work is ongoing to improve the Court’s ability to receive
transmission of these often large-volume eCourtbooks.

Serious Injury Manual and Civil Juries Charge Book
The recently updated Serious Injury Manual and Civil
Juries Charge Book are valuable resources for the Court
and the legal profession.
Some judges in jury trials are utilising PowerPoint
presentations to empanel and charge juries.

Court craft practitioner sessions in
conjunction with the Supreme Court
The County Court and the Supreme Court jointly
presented two seminars to assist new practitioners.
In October 2017, Justice Rita Zammit and I presented a
seminar with panellists, Ross Gillies QC and our juries
commissioner, Paul Dore, on the topic “The Lost Art of
Preparation for and Advocacy in Jury Trials”.
In May 2018, Bree Knoester, James Gorton QC, Dr John
Stanton, judicial registrar Clayton and Judge Saccardo
presented a seminar on “Expert Evidence in Personal
Injury Proceedings”.
These free, continuing professional development
sessions are very well attended and booked out well
prior to the event. The seminars were also available to
view as web streams on the Supreme and County Court
websites. Further sessions will continue to be held.

Division challenges
Resources for VCE students
A collection of educational resources for Year 11 and
Year 12 VCE legal studies students will be placed on the
County Court website later this year. As part of the new
VCE legal studies curriculum, students are being asked
to investigate “two civil cases from the past four years,
either decided or still being decided ... to explore the
extent to which the principles of justice were or could
be achieved”. According to the curriculum, the relevant
“principles of justice” are fairness, equality and access.
The Common Law Division has made available eight
judgments, with accompanying summaries and fact
sheets for the use of students.

Common Law Registry
On 9 July 2018, the County Court Registry established
a new Common Law Registry. Previously the work of
both the Common Law and Commercial Divisions was
managed by one Civil Registry team. The creation of the
Common Law Registry now provides Court users and
the judiciary with access to a Common Law specific
Registry services.

Self-represented litigants
There are approximately 57 proceedings heard by the
Division where a party is self-represented. In response
to the increasing number of self-represented litigants
the Court has appointed two senior Registry Staff to
assist and manage self-represented litigants. They
are looking at ways to improve the way their cases flow
through the Court.

Directions Group workload
In excess of 7000 pieces of correspondence relating to
Common Law matters were received; and in excess of
4000 civil orders, including serious injury timetabling
orders, were generated in the Directions Group over the
last twelve months.

Subpoena Records Group workload
The Subpoena Records Group continued to manage a
large volume of documents throughout this reporting
period, with 8952 subpoenas issued (both Common Law
and Commercial divisions). 2886 appointments were
made to inspect records returned under subpoena.
Following on from the Civil Registry redesign, further
work will continue to be done to improve processes in
the subpoena records area.

New in-court technology
In the last report it was noted the Court was successful
in obtaining funding for a technology upgrade for
approximately twenty courts. This technology upgrade
allows for new equipment and, in particular, the
establishment of telephone connections (or codecs)
that provide the link for appearances by video in court.
There has been some delay in the implementation of
this upgrade, and it is anticipated it will be in place
within the next twelve months.
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Report from the
Judge in Charge of
the General List
Judge O’Neill

Report from the
Judge in Charge of
the Serious injury List
Judge O’Neill

The General List comprises the largest
proportion of cases in the Common
Law Division. It primarily consists of
damages actions heard by a judge and
jury of six, or a judge sitting alone.

Applications by plaintiffs for leave
to bring Common Law proceedings
under the provisions of the Accident
Compensation Act 1985, the Workplace
Injury Rehabilitation and Compensation
Act 2013 and the Transport Accident
Act 1986 are issued in the Serious
Injury List.

General List activity 2017–18
The General List this year has again seen the largest
number of matters initiated in the Division.
The number of initiations this year has increased
by nearly 14.5 per cent.
Just over 93 per cent of proceedings commenced
resolved before trial. More than half of those matters
resolve on the day of, or during the running of a trial.
Orders for mediation form part of the timetabling
orders for proceedings issued in the List and, together
with other forms of dispute resolution, contribute
substantially to the rates of resolution.
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Serious Injury List activity 2017–18
Serious injury applications comprised 32 per cent
of matters commenced in the Division. The number
of initiations increased slightly, resulting in 1095
applications made in the reporting period. 961
matters resolved without adjudication by a judge.

Report from the Judges in
Charge of the Medical List
Judge Saccardo and Judge Tsalamandris
The Medical List consists of
matters involving actions arising
from allegations of medical
negligence. These types of matters
are often complex proceedings
involving overseas and interstate
expert witnesses.
Medical List activity 2017–18
This year has seen an 11 per cent increase in the
number of matters issued in the Medical List, and
the List ranks as the third largest in the Division.
During the year, His Honour Judge Saccardo and her
Honour Judge Tsalamandris have closely monitored
the pre-trial steps in every proceeding in the List to
ensure that there are no avoidable delays in having
matters ready for trial.

Judge Saccardo

As a consequence of this judicial management of the
proceedings, together with the skill and diligence of the
practitioners in these matters, all matters in the List
were ﬁnalised without the need for a trial – more often
than not through a formal mediation process. Further,
no cases were adjourned on the day of trial, thus
avoiding unnecessary costs by the parties and the Court.

Judge Tsalamandris
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Report from the Judge in
Charge of the Defamation List
Judge Smith
The Defamation List consists of any
proceeding commenced by writ that
includes a claim for defamation.
Defamation List activity 2017–18
The Defamation List continues to represent a small
proportion of matters issued in the Division. This year
saw a 21 per cent decrease in the number of matters
initiated in the List down to 22.
Finalisation of defamation proceedings increased by
5.6 per cent, with 19 matters completed, compared
with 18 in the previous reporting period.
Notwithstanding the low numbers of matters in the List,
there was an increase in the number of interlocutory
disputes requiring resolution prior to trial. In this
reporting period, two proceedings went to verdict,
one in Wangaratta and one in Melbourne.

Judge Smith
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As with other lists in the Division, each standard
timetabling order in the Defamation List contains a
direction that the parties must mediate the dispute.
Mediation and other forms of dispute resolution
contribute to the very high rate of resolution of
matters in this List.

Report from the Judge in
Charge of the Family Property List
Judge Kings
The Family Property List hears
testators family maintenance claims
brought under the provisions of Part
IV of the Administration and Probate
Act 1958, and domestic partnership
proceedings under the Relationships
Act 2008.
Family Property List activity 2017–18
The List comprises a relatively small portion of the work
of the Division. In the last reporting period, there has
been a 7.8 per cent increase in the number of matters
initiated, making it the fourth largest list behind the
General List, Serious Injury List and Medical List.

Judge Kings

In most instances, the pre-trial management is
managed on the “papers” without the need for
attendances at directions hearings. The parties have
the dispute resolution procedures available to them
and attend a judicial settlement conference or private
mediation. The vast majority of cases settle at the
dispute resolution stage. Trial dates are allocated at
the completion of the judicial settlement conference or
mediation. The pre-trial process and judicial settlement
conferences are managed by Judge Kings, with the
assistance of the Common Law Judicial Registrar.
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Report from the Judge in
Charge of the ConFIscation List
Judge Murphy
The Conﬁscation List is a specialist list
dealing with applications by prosecuting
agencies, the commissioner of the
Australian Federal Police and the
Victorian Office of Public Prosecutions to
restrain assets connected with criminal
activity, to secure assets of offenders
for future compensation orders and to
determine claims that those restrained
assets were lawfully obtained.
ConFIscation List activity 2017–18

Judge Murphy

In the last reporting period, there has been a slight
increase in the number of initiations, resulting in 145
proceedings commenced. Conﬁscation List proceedings
are often the subject of a number of hearings and
applications to exclude assets from an order before
ﬁnal orders to forfeit assets are made. In this past
financial year, 520 additional applications were made.
As in previous years, there were only a limited number
of final hearings.
An order restraining assets is generally the ﬁrst step in
the conﬁscation process. The reporting period saw 104
restraining orders made over assets, and more than 900
ancillary orders regarding extant applications.
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Report from the Judge in
Charge of the WorkCover List
Judge Wischusen
The WorkCover List comprises claims
relating to statutory beneﬁts under the
Accident Compensation Act 1985, the
Workers Compensation Act 1958 and
the Workplace Injury Rehabilitation
and Compensation Act 2013.
WorkCover List activity 2017–18
This year has seen an increase in the number of
WorkCover List matters issued in the Court, with
35 proceedings commenced. Of these, a significant
proportion are dependency claims that have a potential
value well in excess of $555,000.
The majority of statutory benefit claims are now issued
in the Magistrates’ Court, which has “mirror image”
jurisdiction in relation to the 1985 and 2013 Acts. The
overwhelming majority of cases in the List resolve by
consent between the parties.
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Commercial DIVISION

Report from the Head of
the Commercial Division
Judge Cosgrave
The Commercial Division of the
County Court provides an expeditious
alternative for the resolution of
commercial disputes. Trials are normally
heard by specialist commercial Judges.
Proceedings commenced in the Division are case
managed to trial by a rotating duty judge and two
judicial registrars, with a focus on reducing unnecessary
interlocutory hearings and proportionality. The Division
offers trial date certainty, fast turnaround of judgments
and trial dates within six months of a proceeding’s first
administrative mention.

THE WORK OF THE DIVISION

Judge Cosgrave

We are an innovative Division, continually reviewing
our procedures and seeking to increase efficiency
and reduce barriers to justice. This year saw the
appointment of two self-represented litigants case
managers in the Civil Registry (“SRL case managers”)
to provide assistance to self-represented litigants
(SRLs) in navigating court procedures. There was
also an increase in the number of Judicial Resolution
Conferences (JRCs) conducted by the Judicial
Registrars from 55 to 89, including 22 JRCs involving
SRLs, of which 18 settled. The effectiveness of these
measures is demonstrated by a reduction in SRL trials
running to judgment from 23 per cent of all trials running
to judgment last year, to 13 per cent of all trials running
to judgment this year.
The Division is embracing new technology where
appropriate. This year, it transitioned to completely
electronic court files for all proceedings commenced
on or after 1 January 2017. The majority of filings are
eFiled. Where eFiling is unavailable (for example, with
SRLs), access to justice is enhanced through the
availability of flexible filing methods, such as by email.
Procedures have also been implemented to facilitate
the use of eCourtbooks.
The five full-time members of the Division are Judge
Cosgrave (head of the Commercial Division), Judge
Macnamara, Judge Marks, Judge Woodward and Judge
Ryan. Judge Ryan was appointed to replace Judge
Anderson on 15 August 2017. In addition, a judge with
experience in Commercial Law rotates into the Division
each six months. In 2017–18, these judges were judges
Lewitan and Morrish. The Division is also supported
by the equivalent of 1.4 judicial registrars, with judicial
registrar Burchell (three days per week) and judicial
registrar Tran (four days per week) continuing to job
share their positions.
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ONGOING CHALLENGES
During 2017–18, 1999 proceedings were commenced
in the Commercial Division of the County Court, which
equals 37 per cent of total civil initiations in the Court.
This was 325 less proceedings than were initiated
in the 2016–17 year and 151 less proceedings than
were initiated in the 2015–16 year. The reduction is
attributable largely to the lower numbers of banking and
finance initiations since the transfer of the Timbercorp
and Great Southern related proceedings to the Supreme
Court and the establishment of the Royal Commission
into Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation
and Financial Services Industry. Also, the Australian
Taxation Office has reduced its litigation activity (from
798 writs in 2016–17 to 482 in 2017–18).
The last two years has also seen a reduction in the
number of cases that are resolved in the very early
stages without court intervention (and therefore an
increase in the relative burden on the Court of each
initiation). There were 288 less default judgments
entered this year than in the 2015–16 year and 437
less proceedings struck out or dismissed for inaction
than in the 2015–16 year. It is likely this is a reflection
of the lower numbers of banking and finance and
tax-related initiations.
There is no monetary limit on the Division’s jurisdiction.
The bulk of the Division’s work concerns claims of
between $100,000 and $500,000. But there were
a significant number of cases in which more than
$500,000 was claimed and some cases concerning
claims for many millions of dollars.
In 2017–18, no cases were marked “not reached”
because a judge was not available to hear the trial on
the day, providing trial date certainty to litigants. The
judges of the Division also worked hard to ensure
that trial judgments are delivered as quickly as
possible, consistently with the interests of justice. The
average time to write and deliver a trial judgment for
2017–18 was 31 business days. Written decisions on
interlocutory disputes were generally delivered even
more quickly.

The Division is working pro-actively to enhance access
to justice for SRLs and to appropriately case manage
SRL proceedings for the benefit of SRLs, other litigants
and the Court. Together with the duty Judge, the judicial
registrars case manage all SRL proceedings to trial.
Where appropriate, a Judicial Resolution Conference
(JRC) conducted by a judicial registrar is offered to
litigants in proceedings involving an SRL. In 2017–18,
18 proceedings involving an SRL were settled at, or as
a result of, a JRC. The two SRL case managers provide
assistance to SRLs in navigating court procedures.
Flexible procedures have been adopted, including
filing by email where appropriate, to enhance access
to justice for remote SRLs. The Court is developing,
in conjunction with the Supreme Court, a selfrepresentation service pilot to be offered by Justice
Connect and is negotiating a pro-bono protocol with
the Victorian Bar. The Division has also commenced
planning for the launch of a formal SRL program, which
will see all SRL proceedings assigned to a judicial
registrar for case management until judicial resolution
conference or trial.
SRLs continue to place a disproportionate and
increasing burden on the resources of the Commercial
Division (at the end of the 2017–18 financial year, 67 per
cent of all active SRL civil proceedings in the County
Court were in the Commercial Division). However, the
Division is recording very positive outcomes from the
implementation of the new procedures described
above. In 2017–18, 208 SRL proceedings were finalised
in the Commercial Division, a slight increase on the
2016–17 financial year and more than 20 per cent higher
than the 2015–16 financial year. Most importantly for
Court resources, significantly lower numbers of SRL
proceedings ran to judgment at trial (13 per cent of all
trials running to judgment in 2017–18; 23 per cent of all
trials running to judgment in 2016–17).

The Division finalised 2177 cases in 2017–18. This
amounted to 40 per cent of total civil finalisations in the
County Court (Melbourne Registry) and 23 per cent of all
County Court (Melbourne Registry) finalisations.
In 2017–18, 106 trials required allocation to a Judge
and 1241 interlocutory applications, directions hearings
and objections hearings were heard, of which 580
were heard by a duty judge and 661 were heard by a
judicial registrar.
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Report from the
judge in charge of
the general list
judge cosgrave

Report from
the Head of THE
Expedited Cases List
Judge Cosgrave

The General List handles the bulk of
the work of the Commercial Division.
The County Court has unlimited
monetary jurisdiction in civil matters
and cases in the General List
frequently raise complicated legal
and factual issues.

The Expedited Cases List performs
two functions. First, parties may
request entry of a proceeding into
the Expedited Cases List where
an expedited hearing is sought or
the case requires more intensive
case management. Secondly, the
Commercial Division utilises the
Expedited Cases List as a case
management tool.

Targeted case management is utilised by the duty
Judge and judicial registrars in order to reduce the
need for interlocutory appearances, avoid protracted
interlocutory disputes and get cases ready for trial in an
expeditious manner.

General List activity 2017–18
There were 1339 initiations in the General List in 2017–18.
This was a decrease on the number of initiations in the
2016–17 year (which had an unusually high number
of initiations) but an increase of greater than 16 per
cent of the number of initiations in 2015–16. There
were 1281 cases finalised. More than 60 per cent of all
proceedings included a claim of between $100,000 and
$500,000. Forty claims were for more than $1 million,
with two claims more than $5 million. Approximately 85
per cent of cases were resolved in less than 18 months.
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Judges or Judicial Registrars are able to transfer a
proceeding into the Expedited Cases List where it
is apparent that intensive case management of the
proceeding is required or where an earlier trial
date is required.

Expedited Cases List activity 2017–18
There were 134 initiations in the Expedited Cases List
in 2017–18, an increase of 8.9 per cent from the 2016–17
financial year. There were 161 finalisations. Trial dates
were typically available within four to five months of
the entry of an appearance, sometimes earlier if required.
Claims made ranged from under $100,000 to more than
$1 million. More than 78 per cent of cases were resolved
within 12 months.

Report from the
judge in charge of
the Banking and
Finance List
judge cosgrave
The Banking and Finance List provides
a specialist list for cases arising out of,
concerning or related to any transaction
involving the provision of financial
accommodation, including proceedings
claiming the possession of land.
Banking and Finance List activity 2017–18
There has been a significant reduction in the number
of initiations in the Banking and Finance List over
the last two years. This is due to the impact of the
Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking,
Superannuation and Financial Services Industry, the
transfer of Great Southern and Timbercorp proceedings
to the Supreme Court and the historically low interest
rates (which makes it harder to default on loans).
There were 443 initiations in the Banking and Finance
List in 2017–18. This is 20.2 per cent less initiations
than in the 2016–17 financial year and 45 per cent less
than in the 2015–16 financial year. There were 660
finalisations.
Time to finalisation in the Banking and Finance List
was affected by the Timbercorp proceedings, which
were delayed pending the determination of questions
in the Supreme Court and High Court. In 2017, the
designated judicial officers of the Supreme and County
Court determined the Timbercorp proceedings should
be transferred to the Supreme Court pursuant to the
Courts (Case Transfer) Act 1991 following the High Court
decision in Timbercorp Finance Pty Ltd v Collins [2016]
HCA 44 on 9 November 2016. The transfer of 131 of
these proceedings was finalised early in the 2017–18
financial year. As a result there was an unusually high
number of proceedings in 2017–18 in which time to
finalisation was greater than 24 months.

Report from
the Head of THE
Building Cases List
Judge cosgrave
The building and construction industry
is vital to the economic health of the
state of Victoria. This multi-billion dollar
industry cannot operate effectively
without timely, efficient and fair
procedures for the resolution of
building and construction disputes.
Building disputes are inherently complex, involving
technical issues requiring complicated expert evidence
and often numerous parties and multiple claims and
cross claims. The legislation in this area can also
be detailed and complex. The Building Cases List
provides targeted case-management procedures for
the resolution of building and construction disputes.

Building Cases List activity 2017–18
In 2017–18, 83 cases were issued in the List and 75
cases were finalised. The majority of cases were for
under $500,000, with seven claims between $500,000
and $5 million and 15 claims in which the amount sought
was not specified. More than 87 per cent of proceedings
were finalised in less than 18 months.
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Report of the
Judicial Registrars
Burchell & Tran
The judicial registrars reduce the burden
on the judges of the Division by determining
less complicated interlocutory disputes,
making orders on the papers, hearing
enforcement applications and objections
to subpoenas, conducting JRCs (mediations)
and assisting with the administration of
the Division.
The judicial registrars were initially appointed in May 2015
for a three-year term. In May 2018, the governor-in-council
appointed judicial registrars Tran and Burchell for a further
five-year term. The appointment was made in such a way
that the Chief Judge has the flexibility to respond to greater
demands in the Division by increasing the hours of the
judicial registrars.

DETAILS OF JUDICIAL REGISTRAR ACTIVITY

Sharon Burchell
Judicial Registrar

In 2017–18, the judicial registrars heard 661 interlocutory
applications, directions hearings and objections hearings, and
completed 89 JRCs, of which 59 settled. In addition, the judicial
registrars processed many hundreds of consent and ex parte
orders “on the papers” relieving practitioners and parties from
the cost and inconvenience of unnecessary court appearances.
There has been a significant increase in the number of JRCs
completed this year (from 55 to 89). In the Commercial Division,
the usual expectation is that parties will fund a private
mediation. JRCs are reserved for complex and difficult cases,
such as those involving SRLs, long trials, where multiple
interlocutory hearings or significant delays have occurred, or
where there are issues of insolvency. Many of the proceedings
in which JRCs are conducted have been mediated previously,
sometimes several times.

Seminars and Projects
A “roadshow” of a seminar on Commercial Division procedures
was presented by Judge Cosgrave and the judicial registrars,
commencing at Arnold Bloch Leibler, and continuing on to
Clayton Utz and Russell Kennedy.
The judicial registrars also presented a seminar at Leo Cussens
entitled “Dealing with Self-Represented Litigants” to inform
young lawyers about the future difficulties they may face when
opposed to self-represented litigants in commercial litigation.

My Anh Tran
Judicial Registrar
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On 14 May 2018, the judicial registrars, together with Judge
Tsalamandris, presented a seminar to interested judges and
judicial registrars on making costs against practitioners under
the Civil Procedure Act 2010 (Vic).

CASE STUDIES
Commercial practice and procedure
In two decisions dealing with applications under the
Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment
Act 2002 (Vic) (“SOP Act”), the Court discussed whether
such applications should be brought by originating
motion or by writ and application for summary
judgment. The Court also considered whether the test
to be applied in determining the application is affected
by which of these options is chosen by the applicant.
The Court:
°° confirmed a judgment entered under section 16 of
the SOP Act is, by reason of section 47, effectively a
provisional or interim judgment;
°° reiterated the “pay now argue later” operation of the
SOP Act and the importance of avoiding excessive
legal formality;
°° expressed the view that the optimal method for
bringing applications under the SOP Act was by
originating motion supported by affidavit, and not
by application for summary judgment;
°° held that where the proceeding was brought by
originating motion, the “summary judgment” test
did not apply;
°° raised the question of whether section 140(2) of the
Evidence Act 2008 (Vic) might countenance a lighter
touch by the Court in weighing the evidence adduced
in support of applications under the SOP Act; and
°° considered the question of whether a “person who
… is or may be liable to make the payment” under a
construction contract extends beyond the named
contracting parties.
°° In a subsequent proceeding brought by summary
judgment application under sections 61 and 63 of the
Civil Procedure Act 2010 (Vic), the Court referred to
and adopted relevant parts of the earlier decision set
out above and then went on to consider the question
of how the approach of the Court might differ if the
proceeding is brought by application for summary
judgment. On this issue, the Court held the SOP Act
operated to limit the issues that can be agitated by a
defendant where a plaintiff seeks relief by application
for summary judgment. However, the Court
considered a court is bound to apply the summary
judgment test (that is, whether the defendant has real
as opposed to fanciful prospects of success) to any
defence that is raised that is not excluded by section
16(4)(b) or section 17(4)(b) of the SOP Act.

The judgment also discussed the implications of an
express provision in the contract requiring that claims
under the SOP Act be served on the principal and not
the superintendent and whether cross-reference
to other documents already in the possession of
the principal was sufficient for the purposes of
identifying the construction work as required by
section 14 of the SOP Act.

Expeditious resolution of commercial disputes
The Court considered the question of whether the
Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment
Act 2002 (Vic) (“SOP Act”) applied because it was alleged
a single purpose corporate entity was “not in the
business of building residences” as it was said to be a
one-off special purpose company.
On the first return of the application before the duty
Judge, the defendant raised, among other things, a
technical argument about the application of Order 22
of the County Court Civil Procedure Rules 2008 (“the
Rules”) to the application. The question ultimately
became an issue on the question of the costs of the first
return of the application. A judicial registrar dealt with
the argument the defendant was not in the “business of
building residences” because:
°° although it was the building owner, it was a separate
legal entity from the actual land owners and was
incorporated solely for the purpose of improving the
site located in Cremorne; and
°° other than implementing the resolution to improve the
land, it had not engaged in any other construction.
The project involved a development on a large
commercial scale – some five townhouses, 70
residential apartments, a ground-floor commercial
office and two levels of basement parking for a contract
price of $20 million. The Court found what constitutes
“being in business” is determined by each activity on a
case-by-case basis, and relied on United Dominions
Corp Ltd v Brain Pty Ltd (1985) 157 CLR 15 in which
Justice Dawson observed that “a single adventure may,
depending upon its scope, amount to the carrying on of
a business … [suggesting] that the emphasis which will
be placed on continuity may not be heavy.”
The judicial registrar delivered written reasons within
two weeks of the hearing and a de novo appeal was
heard and determined by a judge of the Court within
two months.
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Report of the
Judicial Registrars
Burchell & Tran
Complex legal and factual issues

Fast turnaround of judgments

The Court dealt with a matter involving a real-estate
agent suing for commission pursuant to an exclusive
sale authority (“the Authority”). The defendants raised
a defence the Authority did not contain the rebate
statement required under section 49A(4)(c) of the Estate
Agents Act 1980 (Vic) (“the Act”) and the plaintiff was
therefore not entitled to recover the amounts claimed
by reason of section 50 of the Act.

The Court was asked to determine whether a third
party had promised to attend a commercial coolstores
facility for the storage of packham pears to change the
operating mode of the plant. The coolstores operator
alleged from June to September 2013, as fruit was
removed from the coolstore, the pears appeared
affected by “shrivel”. The damaged fruit was unsuitable
for retail sale and could only be sold for juice at reduced
prices. Although the third party performed maintenance
and repairs to the coolstore plant, it denied that it
ever agreed, or had responsibility, to attend the site
to change the operating mode. The coolstore alleged
the promise to attend the site to carry out this work
was made in a brief telephone conversation. This
conversation was the basis for the causes of action in
contract, negligence, misleading and deceptive conduct
and contribution under the Wrongs Act 1958 (Vic).

The Court found the rebate statement in the Authority
did not appear to contain “a statement that the agent
is not entitled to retain any rebate and must not charge
the client an amount for any expenses that is more than
the cost of those expenses” as required by subsection
49A(4)(c). The Court found that subsection 49A(1) had
not been complied with, even though the form used was
a form approved by the director of Consumer Affairs
and issued by the REIV, and therefore subsection 50(1)
prevented the plaintiff from suing for the commission
claimed in the proceeding.
The Court’s decision was upheld by the Court of Appeal.

Assessment of damages
A judicial registrar heard an assessment of damages in
which it was alleged a founding member of a Multiethnic
Welfare Association and child care centre had deposited
$56,000 of more than $1.5 million in cash paid by
parents for child care between 2013 and 2016. The Court
found the defendant had used the association’s funds
to buy cigarettes, lingerie, jewellery, alcohol, flights and
accommodation and prescription medication.
The Court found the defendant had used the
association’s money to buy $44,890 worth of alcohol.
The majority of those purchases were made at a
liquor store two kilometres away from the defendant’s
daughter’s restaurant. Some $150,000 of the
association’s money was spent on fashion, lingerie
and jewellery. A further $45,000 was spent on flights
and accommodation in Melbourne and Sydney. The
Court refused the defendant’s claim he had repaid all
of his private expenses and found the defendant had
breached his duties to the association. Some $200,000
in cash withdrawn by the defendant was “wholly
unaccounted for”. The defendant had also transferred
more than $190,000 of the association’s money to his
wife. The Court ordered the defendant repay more than
$1 million to the association.
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The Court handed down its decision within a couple of
weeks of final hearing. On the evidence, the Court was
not satisfied the third party had agreed to attend the
facility to switch the coolrooms from pull-down mode to
long-store mode. The coolstore could not succeed in its
third party claim for damages or contribution.

Report of the
Head of Circuits
Judge Mullaly
°°

Judge Mullaly

The County Court delivers justice
to all Victorians, wherever they live.
Every month, judges and staff travel
to one of the County Court’s twelve
circuit locations to hear trials, both
criminal and civil, pleas, appeals and
applications – the full range of the
Court’s varied work. Judges and their
staff spend the working week away
from home and family to ensure
justice is available and provided
to regional Victoria.
On circuit, 72 per cent of the criminal matters that
proceeded to jury verdict during the reporting period
involved allegations of sexual offending. Such matters
are particularly challenging for judges and their staff,
especially when consecutive trials involving allegations
of sexual offending are listed.
Parties to appeals from the Family Division of the
Children’s Court and intervention order appeals from
the Magistrates’ Court are often unrepresented. Both
the management and listing of these types of matters
at circuit locations presents particular difficulties in the
absence of legal practitioners. A helpful development
that revealed significant flexibility in approach has
been the listing of these appeals in civil circuits. This
approach has seen a good number of difficult cases
finalised in a more timely way.
All circuit work, both criminal and civil, presents
particular difficulties for parties as very few hearing
dates can be fixed in advance. Parties are often called
on by the Court at short notice, which necessitates a
high degree of flexibility for all those involved in the
proceedings.

HIGHLIGHTS
An undoubted highlight in this reporting period was
the opening of the new multi-jurisdictional court at
Shepparton in early 2018. This court provides state
of the art facilities that will enable victims, witnesses
and jurors, as well as those that work regularly in the
Court, a safe and modern environment to hold what are
inevitably stressful proceedings.
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The County Court was involved in the planning and
particular gratitude must go to our previous principal
registrar Kate Spillane and circuit coordinator
Larna Edney. A very welcome addition to our work in
Shepparton is the Shepparton County Koori Court. It is
to be opened and operative in the next reporting period.

INITIATIONS
24%

Criminal (inc. Appeals)
Commercial

The expansion of iManage, our digital casemanagement system, into the civil jurisdiction has
aided the Court significantly. Greater visibility of all
civil files will facilitate increased pre-trial management
of civil cases across the state. The efforts of the Civil
Registry in Melbourne to scan all 2017 and 2018 files
was much appreciated.

1%

Common Law
75%

5 YEAR CIRCUIT PENDING
CHALLENGES
The workload at the Court’s circuit locations continued
to grow, putting pressure on our criminal lists and
extending time to trial from committal. Of note is an
increase in the number of criminal matters, particularly
trials, committed to circuit locations. Often a single
criminal trial will take the whole or best part of a fourweek circuit. The delays are still significantly better than
in years past but the Court is mindful of delay times
creeping up. Increasing delay is particularly noticeable
in the larger regional centres of Ballarat, Bendigo,
Geelong and Latrobe Valley. The Court is always
endeavouring to deal flexibly with cases by listing
pre-trial argument or the pre-recording of vulnerable
witnesses’ evidence in Melbourne before the circuit
commences. An impediment to greater flexibility is the
high demand for court facilities in the regional courts.
It is hoped this can be addressed in the near future.

CONCLUSION
The Court remains focused on ensuring all Victorians
are delivered justice in a timely fashion. The judges and
their staff are to be commended for the considerable
effort involved in working on circuit. The staff at
the regional courts provided an invaluable level of
assistance. In Melbourne I have been aided by truly
dedicated circuit staff who have developed modern
case-management approaches suited to the variety
of tasks and challenges presented by circuit cases.
I am very grateful to Amelia Webster, Etienne Wagener,
Elizabeth Ayre and Alyce Cristino.
I am also grateful for the close working relationship
with Judge Hannan, the head of the Criminal Division,
and Judge O’Neill, the head of the Common Law Division,
who have allowed for additional resources to be
dedicated to circuit cases and locations when needed.
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2013/14
Civil

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Criminal

2017/18
Appeals

Judges, Reserve Judges
and Judicial Registrars
of the county court
Judges	Date appointed

Judges	Date appointed

His Honour Chief Judge Peter Barrington Kidd

His Honour Judge John Anthony Jordan

28 Sept 2015

Her Honour Judge Marilyn Blanche Harbison

5 Feb 1996

Her Honour Judge Rachelle Ann Lewitan AM

16 May 2001

His Honour Judge Christopher James Ryan
His Honour Judge Paul James Cosgrave

His Honour Judge Graeme Geoffrey Hicks

20 Aug 2001

His Honour Judge Gavan Frederick Meredith

His Honour Judge John Arthur Smallwood

20 Aug 2001

His Honour Judge Robert William Dyer

1 Feb 2013
26 Mar 2013
7 May 2013
28 May 2013
6 Nov 2013

Her Honour Judge Susan Michele Cohen

20 Aug 2001

Her Honour Judge Claire Marie Quin

25 Feb 2014

Her Honour Judge Meryl Elizabeth Sexton

20 Aug 2001

Her Honour Judge Sara Louise Hinchey

26 May 2015

Her Honour Judge Frances Elizabeth Hogan

Her Honour Judge Amanda Jane Chambers

9 Jun 2015

26 Mar 2002

Her Honour Judge Andrea Josephine Tsalamandris

2 Feb 2016

His Honour Judge Michael Patrick Bourke

10 Sep 2002

His Honour Judge Peter Henry Lauritsen

Her Honour Judge Elizabeth (Liz) Mary Gaynor

10 Sep 2002

Her Honour Judge Samantha Lee Marks

His Honour Judge Phillip James Coish

10 Sep 2002

His Honour Judge Gregory John Lyon

18 Oct 2016

Her Honour Judge Irene Elizabeth Lawson

2 Oct 2001

24 May 2016
3 Oct 2016

Her Honour Judge Wendy Anne Wilmoth

8 Apr 2003

His Honour Judge Edward (Ted) Winslow Woodward

2 May 2017

Her Honour Judge Frances Millane

2 Dec 2003

Her Honour Judge Carolene Rhonda Gwynn

9 May 2017

His Honour Judge Douglas (Doug) Andrew Trapnell

14 Jun 2017

Her Honour Judge Sandra Sabrina Davis

26 Oct 2004

Her Honour Judge Felicity Pia Hampel

9 Feb 2005

His Honour Judge Michael O’Connell

Her Honour Judge Jeanette Gita Morrish

9 Aug 2005

Her Honour Judge Aileen Ryan

15 Aug 2017

His Honour Judge Paul Douglas Grant

26 Apr 2006

His Honour Judge Paul Higham

15 Aug 2017

Her Honour Judge Susan Elizabeth Pullen

22 Aug 2006

His Honour Judge Trevor Wraight

31 Oct 2017

Her Honour Judge Lisa Anne Hannan

3 Oct 2006

Her Honour Judge Patricia Riddell

25 Jul 2017

8 Nov 2017

His Honour Judge Michael Damian Murphy

24 Oct 2006

Her Honour Judge Julie Condon

12 Dec 2017

His Honour Judge Christopher Miles O’Neill

24 Jul 2007

Her Honour Judge Amanda Fox

8 May 2018

His Honour Judge Duncan Leslie Allen

21 Aug 2007

His Honour Judge Michael Cahill

His Honour Judge Philip Gerard Misso

11 Dec 2007

Reserve Judges	Date appointment

Her Honour Judge Katherine Louise Bourke

11 Dec 2007

His Honour Judge Michael Gerard McInerney

His Honour Judge Peter Michael Edward Wischusen

15 Apr 2008

His Honour Judge Paul Gregory Lacava

27 May 2008

His Honour Judge Frank Robert Gucciardo

Her Honour Judge Carolyn Dianne Douglas

29 May 2018

21 Jun 1994
7 Oct 1997

His Honour Judge Graham Richard Anderson

17 Mar 1998

27 May 2008

Her Honour Judge Pamela Dawn Jenkins

21 Apr 1999

His Honour Judge Philip Mark Taft

29 Sep 2008

Her Honour Judge Barbara Cotterell

His Honour Judge Frank Saccardo

2 Feb 2009

His Honour Judge John Richard Bowman

His Honour Judge Mark Andrew Gamble

3 Feb 2009

His Honour Judge Geoffrey (Geoff) Thomas Chettle

2 Dec 2003

His Honour Judge Howard Thomas Mason

3 Feb 2009

His Honour Judge Roy Francis Punshon

8 Apr 2003

His Honour Judge Gerard Paul Mullaly

7 Apr 2009

Retirements	Date retired

Her Honour Judge Kathryn Elizabeth Kings

4 Nov 2009

His Honour Judge David Anthony Parsons

25 Aug 2017

His Honour Judge James Lloyd Parrish

17 Nov 2009

Her Honour Judge Carolyn Dianne Douglas

13 Oct 2017

His Honour Judge Michael Harry Tinney

16 Mar 2010

His Honour Judge Michael Gerard McInerney

Her Honour Judge Gabriele Therese Cannon

30 Mar 2010

Her Honour Judge Jane Marie Josephine Patrick

His Honour Judge Mark Edward Dean

28 Sep 2010

Her Honour Judge Jane Anne Campton

18 May 2018

His Honour Judge James Damian Montgomery

21 May 2018

7 Feb 2012
20 Feb 2001

7 Dec 2017
15 Apr 2018

His Honour Judge John Francis Carmody

7 Jun 2011

His Honour Judge Richard Hunter Smith

22 Jul 2011

Judicial Registrars	Date appointment

His Honour Judge Michael Francis Macnamara

7 Feb 2012

Judicial Registrar Sharon Alexandra Burchell

His Honour Judge William (Bill) Evan Stuart
His Honour Judge David George Brookes

5 May 2015

28 Feb 2012

Judicial Registrar My Anh Tran

5 May 2015

7 Aug 2012

Judicial Registrar James Gurry

29 Sept 2016
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COURT
ADMINISTRATION
The Court is supported in its delivery of
justice by its Administration – a group
of mostly corporate functions – and its
Registry, which is a public-facing part
of the Court that deals with documents,
filing, and fees. The Court’s Executive
Leadership Team shares responsibility
for this work with these officers.
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Court
administration
The Court is supported in its delivery
of justice by its Administration team,
who are integral to the Court hearing
and determining matters in a timely,
efficient and accessible way.
Under the guidance of the Chief Executive Officer,
some of the functions of the Court Administration
team include steering the governance and policy of
the Court, managing IT, delivering strategic programs,
managing its finances and assets, providing support
services to judiciary, managing media and community
engagement, and looking after the Court’s most
important resource - its people.
Registry - the public-facing part of the Court that deals
with documents, filing and fees - is also managed by
Court Administration.
Administration is led by the Court’s Executive
Leadership team who, along with the Chief Judge and
the Council of Judges, guide the strategic direction of
the County Court of Victoria.

Fiona Chamberlain
Chief Executive Officer
The CEO is a statutory appointment and is responsible
for leading the County Court’s Administration whilst
providing support to the Chief Judge as the head
of jurisdiction.

Katie O’Keeffe
Deputy Chief Executive Officer, Principal Registrar
Leads a team delivering judicial and operational support
including human resources, learning and development
and the County Koori Court, and oversees a range of
improvement projects with a court excellence focus.
Leads the sustainable delivery of Registry services to
the judges of the Court, their staff and those involved in
court proceedings in Melbourne and regional Victoria.

Roger Fredman
Director, Court Technology
Responsible for the information technology strategy
and effective implementation of initiatives to improve
the functioning and efficiency of the Court, working
with judges, judicial support staff, Registry and court

Bradley Medcroft
Senior Executive Adviser to the Chief Judge
Supports the Chief Judge in relation to his roles as
head of the County Court, chair of the Court’s board
of management and member of the Courts Council.
Manages the Chief Judge’s chambers and provides
advice on strategy, policy and governance issues.

Jo Rainford
Director, Governance
Leads a diverse team that supports the Court discharge
a range of corporate governance obligations including
risk, compliance and audit and supports the activities
of the Court’s Audit and Risk Committee and its
independent chair. Leads the team responsible for data
and performance reporting and strong data governance.
Supports the Court’s judges in the areas of law reform
and policy, research services and publication. Also
manages the Senior Administrators in the Criminal
and Common Law Divisions who support the relevant
Division Head.

Keith Kirkham
Director, Corporate Services
Leads the provision of a range of support services
including facility and fleet management, security,
procurement, contract management, and provides
leadership in the finance function.

Paul Conroy
Strategic Communications Manager
Provides media and communications support to
the judges of the Court, as well as the Media and
Communications Committee. Also provides advice on
external engagement to the Chief Judge and manages
the Media & Communications team.

Joshua Martin
Program Director
Leads the Court’s strategic, planning and project
management systems. This includes managing the
Court improvement program – a group of system
improvement and change management projects that
aim to improve the capacity of the Court to deliver
excellent outcomes.

Administration.
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Report of the DEPUTY
CEO-PRINCIPAL REGISTRAR
Katie O’Keeffe
Over the past year we made great
progress with improving the County
Court’s Registry and with its judicial
support functions. Consistent with
Court Directions, our focus has been
firmly on improving the experience
of court users and supporting the
judiciary to deliver justice at the Court.
Our approach has been about continuous improvement
– about reassessing and redesigning our work systems
– with an eye to the future opportunities and challenges
for the Court.
With Principal Registrar Kate Spillane’s departure from
the Court in April 2018, I have as deputy CEO taken on
the formal legislative role of registrar, as set out by the
County Court Act 1958.

Katie O’Keeffe

By combining these roles at the Court we’ve created a
single span of oversight for Registry’s services and the
judicial support functions.
This represents a great opportunity for the Court to
apply what we’ve learned from the redesign of Registry
work systems – where we have reduced waste,
duplication and costs – and pursue further reforms
in line with Court Directions.
Registry is the main public-facing part of the Court that
deals with default judgements, writs, filing, fees and
general administration to the tune of around 40,000
documents per year.
This past year the people doing the work of Registry
have continued with redesigning their work systems
based upon the Vanguard method. This approach is
reliant on developing and using evidence, engaging
deeply with stakeholders and court users, and testing
and refining the changes we make.
This year it also included several Registry staff
designing new roles and a new organisational structure
for the Civil Registry, which from this process was
separated into Common Law and Commercial registries
and the Client Engagement team.
The new roles were designed to uplift capability and
provide the necessary authority to staff to make
decisions to improve work systems to better support
the judiciary and court users.
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For all of this effort we have achieved incredible results
in terms of increases in efficiency in several areas and
increased value for actual court users overall.

This new template system was released to legal
practitioners as part of the Court’s efforts to align its
electronic systems with the redesign of its Registry.

By way of example, the Civil Registry achieved a 76 per
cent reduction in the time it takes on to process consent
orders, down from an average of 17 days to just four days.

The Court worked closely with practitioners to develop
the template and provided training to practitioners in
Melbourne, Geelong and other regional locations to
support its roll-out in March.

Most importantly Registry staff are firmly focussed on
reaching an outcome with court users.
By changing the way we work with court users we have
achieved a 70 per cent decrease in the rejection rate of
all general documents filed with the court.
With this approach Registry has significantly reduced
failure demand – meaning demand that comes from
not getting things right with court users the first time –
and this has translated to significant savings in the
legal sector.
This past year we reviewed the court order distribution
process for the Criminal Registry.
A significant driver here was taking into account what is
most important to the stakeholders across the criminal
justice system that receive and use the information.
Under Court Directions, as part of our effort to meet the
specialised needs of specific court users, we have taken
real steps to better support self-represented litigants.
In January we appointed two case managers to meet
the increasing demand and complexity associated with
cases involving self-represented litigants.
The case managers now work closely with the judiciary
to assist litigants to navigate the civil litigation system
by offering appropriate procedural advice and practical
information and assistance.
Also this year the County Court, in partnership with the
Supreme Court and Justice Connect, has developed
a two-year pro-bono service pilot to assist selfrepresented litigants in civil matters.
This service will commence in October 2018 in the
Court’s Commercial Division and will provide litigants
with access to on-demand legal information and
unbundled legal advice with the scope for referrals to
counsel and ongoing assistance.

In April we introduced the iManage document
management system to our Common Law and
Commercial divisions.
This means that all civil files from 2017 onwards will be
electronic, a huge advancement for the Court whereby
our electronic case files can be accessed by the Court’s
judges and staff from anywhere across Victoria.
All of what we’ve achieved this past year in terms of
improving service delivery and improving the Court as
an organisation is down to its people.
I believe that positive organisations are built through
people and we have continued the Court’s focus on
developing its administrative leaders this year.
The Working Together Program, our very own leadership
program, was delivered in May for the ninth time since
its inception in 2015.
Now more than 100 people from across the Court have
participated in the program, which has helped build
a shared knowledge and understanding of leadership
models through challenging, practice-based, hands-on
experiential learning.
Throughout March and April the CEO led more than a
dozen staff engagement forums, attended by 194 staff.
The forums were to measure staff engagement,
identify critical issues in the Court’s work systems and
ultimately to inform an improvement action plan to
improve staff engagement and the Court’s performance.
I’m pleased to report overall, and compared to the
results of forums in 2015, there is a high level of staff
engagement and satisfaction across the Court.
The dedication of judges and staff to the work of the
Court are a large part of what makes it an exemplar
court for Victoria and a great place to work.

This past year we took several major steps toward
being a “paperless court”. In March we launched a new
electronic writ template system.
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Financial Report
for the year ended
30 June 2018
The County Court’s financial position
for the year ended 30 June 2018 is
published as part of Court Service
Victoria’s (CSV) audited accounts in
the Court Services Victoria Annual
Report 2017–18.
To view the CSV’s annual report, visit courts.vic.gov.au.
Below is an abridged version of CSV’s comprehensive
operating statement highlighting court operations of the
County Court of Victoria.
CSV was established on 1 July 2014 under the Court
Services Act 2014 (Act) as an independent statutory
body to provide administrative services and facilities
to support the Victorian courts and tribunals and
the Judicial College of Victoria, including the County
Court of Victoria. CSV supports the performance of the
judicial, quasi-judicial and administrative functions
of the Supreme Court of Victoria, the County Court
of Victoria, the Magistrates’ Court of Victoria, the
Children’s Court of Victoria, the Coroners Court of
Victoria and the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal. In April 2016, an amendment to the Act added
in a new jurisdiction namely the Judicial Commission
of Victoria.
Consequently, the County Court is not able to publish
a separate Balance Sheet, Cash Flow Statement or
Statement in Changes of Equity.
Financial reports for the year ending 30 June 2018
presented below include:
°° Comprehensive Operating Statement
°° Comprehensive Operating Statement by
Court functions
°° Capital Program Statement.
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The Comprehensive Operating Statement reports
that the Victorian Government appropriated revenue
of $105.733 million ($96.720million 2016–17) which
was received by CSV for the purposes of the County
Court’s functions plus $13.459 million ($12.368 million
2016–17) to fund the County Court’s capital program.
A breakdown in expenditure to fund County Court
Operations and the capital program are provided in
the following financial statements. The net result from
transactions for County Court Operations at year end
30 June 2018 reports a surplus of $2.427 million
($2.264 million deficit 2016–17).
In 2017–18, reporting changes to the comprehensive
operating statement has recognised the inclusion of a
Capital Asset Charge (CAC) within the County Court’s
financial report. A retrospective adjustment has also
been made to reflect the previous year expense. In
addition, Income of the equivalent value has increased
Output Appropriations. In 2016–17, CAC was reported
centrally and accounted for within CSV’s Jurisdictional
Services function and not allocated across Victorian
courts or tribunals.
The accompanying notes form part of these financial
statements. All amounts in the financial statements
have been rounded to the nearest $1,000 unless
otherwise stated.

Financial Report
for the year ended
30 June 2018
Comprehensive Operating Statement
for the year ended 30 June 2018

Note

2018
$’000

2017
$’000

1a
1b

71,290
34,443

67,030
29,690

105,733

96,720

2
3
4

51,214
8,186
5,972
3

47,087
8,212
7,105
1

5
6

11,323
26,608
103,306

12,074
24,505
98,984

2,427

(2,264)

109
72
181

73
903
976

2,608

(1,288)

19,709
19,709

1,606
1,606

22,317

318

2018
$’000

2017
$’000

13,459
-

12,368
-

13,459

12,368

541
610
12,299
13,450

124
96
12,303
12,523

9

(155)

CONTINUING OPERATIONS
Income from transactions

Output appropriations
Special appropriations
Total income from transactions
Expenses from transactions

Employee expenses
Depreciation and amortisation
Interest expense
Grants and other transfers
Capital asset charge
Supplies and services
Total expenses from transactions
Net result from transactions (Net Operating Balance)

OTHER ECONOMIC FLOWS INCLUDED IN NET RESULT
Net gain/(loss) on non-financial assets
Other gains/(losses) from other economic flows
Total other economic flows included in net result

7
7

Net result

OTHER ECONOMIC FLOWS – OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Items that will not be reclassified to net result
Changes in physical asset revaluation reserve
Total other economic flows – other comprehensive income

8

Comprehensive result

Capital Program Statement
for the year ended 30 June 2018

Note

Income from capital transactions

Output appropriations
Other income

1a

Total income from transactions
Capital transactions

Building Leasehold Improvements
Office Equipment, Plant and Cultural assets
Public Private Partnership County Court facility
Total capital expenses from transactions
Net result from capital transactions

9
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Notes to the Comprehensive Operating
Statement and Capital Program Statement
1. Appropriations - Once annual Parliamentary
appropriations are applied by the Treasurer, they
become controlled by CSV and are recognised as
income when applied to the purposes defined
under the relevant Appropriations Act.
a. Output Appropriations is defined as income
received to deliver the outputs CSV and the
County Court provides to the Government is
recognised when those outputs have been
delivered and the relevant minister has certified
delivery of those outputs in accordance with
specified performance criteria.
Output appropriations increased by $4.26
million in 2017–18 in comparison to 2016–17
due to two contributing factors: the release of
supplementation revenue from the CSV Court
Fee Pool; and to fund new initiatives.
b. Special Appropriations is defined as income
recognised on a cash basis when the amount
appropriated for that purpose is due and payable
by CSV and dispensed by the County Court, with
exception of long service leave and annual leave
which includes income for unpaid leave on an
accrual basis.
Special appropriations increased by $4.75 million
in 2017–18 in comparison to 2016–17 due an
increase of funding for: a new Commercial Judge;
an increase of hours for a Judicial Registrar; and
annual indexation funding for the judiciary.
2. Employee expenses encompasses all costs related
to the employment of judicial staff and court support
staff, including wages and salaries, fringe benefits
tax, leave entitlements, superannuation, termination
payments and WorkCover premiums.
	Employee expenses increased by $4.12 million
in 2017–18 in comparison to 2016–17 which
was influenced by the commencement of a new
Commercial Judge and judicial support staff;
increased hours of a Judicial Registrar; staffing
resources of court improvement initiatives; and
government funded salary increases.
3. Depreciation and amortisation is generally
calculated on a straight-line basis, at rates that
allocate the asset’s value, less any residual value,
over its estimated useful life.
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4.	Interest expense represents costs incurred in
connection with borrowings for the Public Private
Partnership (PPP) County Court facility. It includes
interest components of finance lease repayments,
and amortisation of discounts or premiums in relation
to borrowings. The PPP interest payments will continue
to reduce every year until May 2022 until the finance
lease component will be fully paid.
5. Capital asset charge (CAC) a charge levied on the
written down value of controlled non-current physical
assets. CAC aims to attribute a cost of capital used
by the County Court in service delivery. Imposing this
charge provides incentives for CSV and the County
Court to identify and dispose of underutilised or
surplus non-current physical assets.
6. Supplies and services expenses incorporate a
provision of services involving: accommodation;
technology; security; building management and
maintenance; office supplies and equipment;
resourcing court improvement initiatives and
circuit court expenses.
7. Other economic flows included in net result
represents net gain/(losses) on non-financial assets
are changes in volume or value of an asset or liability
that do not result from transactions. Other gains/
(losses) from other economic flows include the gains
or losses from the revaluation of the present value
of the long service leave liability due to changes in
bond interest rates.
8. Property, plant and equipment assets are measured
initially at cost and subsequently revalued at fair
value less accumulated depreciation and impairment.
The majority of non-financial physical assets value
relates to the County Court facility.
9. Capital transactions represents costs incurred in
connection with borrowings for the Public Private
Partnership (PPP) County Court facility. It includes
the finance lease repayments (a set repayment
schedule), and amortisation of discounts or premiums
in relation to borrowings. The PPP finance lease
component payment will continue every year until
May 2022 when the debt will be discharged.

Financial Report
for the year ended
30 June 2018
Comprehensive Operating Statement BY FUNCTION
for the year ended 30 June 2018

Note

2018
$’000

2017
$’000

i

8,976

6,963

ii
iii
iv
v
vi
vii
viii
ix

8,187
31,488
247
25,543
1,354
11,323
5,010
11,177
103,306

8,212
29,977
247
26,041
1,302
12,074
4,120
10,048
98,984

CONTINUING OPERATIONS
Expenses from transactions

Court Administration
Depreciation
Judicial Officers
Koori Court
Public Private Partnership County Court facility
Regional Circuit Court
Capital asset charge
Registry
Tipstaves and Associates
Total income from transactions

Percentage of Expenses by Function

11%
25%
9%

PPP County Court
facility project
Judicial Officers
Regional Circuit Court

8%

Tipstaves & Associates
Registry
Depreciation

5%

Court Administration
Capital Asset Charge

30%

11%

1%
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County Court Functions
The Court’s Special and Output Appropriation is spent
on the following functions to deliver its output services.
Due to the recognition and inclusion of a Capital Asset
Charge expense in the County Court’s financial report,
the percentages for 2016–17 have been adjusted
retrospectively:
i. Court Administration – 9% (7% 2016–17)
Court Administration provides a range of functions
including: management; corporate governance; finance,
procurement and contract management; court support
services; human resources; OH&S and risk compliance;
legal research and policy interpretation; facility and
court event support; media and communication services;
infrastructure technology operations and development;
and court improvement programs and projects.
ii. Depreciation – 8% (8% 2016–17)
Depreciation is an expense that arises from the
consumption through use or time of a produced
physical or intangible asset. A significant proportion
of depreciation expense is related to the County Court
building facility of $7.347M in 2017–18 ($7.347M 2016–17).
iii. Judicial Officers – 30% (30% 2016–17)
Judicial Officers expenses are funded independently
by Government through a Special Appropriation fund in
accordance with the County Court Act 1958. There were
66 Judicial Officers and three Judicial Registrars to hear
and judge on Criminal, Common Law and Commercial
cases.
On the 17 November 2016, the Attorney-General
announced to appoint a new Commercial Judge and 0.4
full-time equivalent of a Judicial Registrar by providing
funding over fours year at $2.313 million.
iv. Koori Court - < 1% (<1 % 2016–17)
The County Koori Court sits at Melbourne, Mildura
and the Latrobe Valley. Koori Court expenses includes
management of the Koori Court program, payments to
the Elders and other operational costs incurred.
v. Public Private Partnership County Court Facility –
25% (26% 2016–17)
The State of Victoria and the Liberty Group Consortium
(Contractor) entered into a Court Services Agreement
(CSA) in June 2000 under a Public Private Partnership
Contracted project. The 20 year contract commenced in
June 2002 and will conclude in May 2022.
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Under the CSA the Contractor was to:
°° develop and construct the Facility
°° provide the County Court and court users with
Accommodation Services at the Facility
°° provide Court Services to the County Court and
court users in connection with the management and
operation of the Facility.
The lease payment for the 20 year life of the contract
totals $343,055,369. As at 30 June 2018, $57.541 million
remains owing. As the contract expiry term approaches,
the Principal payments increase whilst the Interest
payments decrease. In terms of accounting for the
Principal and Interest, the Principal component is
funded as a capital item whereas Interest is funded as
an operating expense.
vi. Regional Circuit Court – 1% (1% 2016–17)
The County Court sits at 12 regional centres across
Victoria. Judges are supported on circuit by their
Associate, Tipstaff and the registry staff at each
regional court. Court staff attend circuits on a roster
basis. It costs approximately $1.35 million annually
to resource circuits. These costs do not include staff
salaries or Koori Court expenses.
vii. Capital Asset Charge – 11% (12% 2016–17)
As described under Note 5, a Capital Asset Charge has
been recognised as an expense in the County Court’s
financial report.
viii. Registry – 5% (4% 2016–17)
Registry provides a range of services to the community
and judicial officers including: receiving and processing
court lodgements; preparing and publishing daily court
listings; organising video links between the County
Court and other locations; providing assistance to
self-representative litigants; managing fee waiver
applications; co-ordinating County circuit courts in
conjunction with regional registrars; and providing
excellent customer service to court users.
ix. Tipstaves and Associates – 11% (10% 2016–17)
Tipstaves and Associates support Judicial Officers in
the conduct of court room operations, judicial services
and interaction with parties. Tipstaves and Associates
expenses include employee costs and supplies but
excludes costs incurred when staff attend regional
circuit court.
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